Introduction
Hello Hugo Award voters!
Welcome, and thanks so much for reading. We’re Alasdair Stuart
and Marguerite Kenner, the team behind THE FULL LID.We’re
incredibly delighted and honored to receive a Best Fanzine
nomination this year.
THE FULL LID, or TFL for short, is a free weekly ‘pop culture
download’ email newsletter, published every Friday at 5 pm UK time.
It’s designed to see you off into the weekend on a positive note, to
give you something fun to read as the traditional work week winds
down. We focus on bringing attention to the positive, whether that’s a
review of a movie only Alasdair could champion, or the extensive
Signal Boost every week of upcoming projects from indie creators.
Our tagline is ‘Like email, but good!’
TFL celebrated its fifth anniversary in 2021. Now, fifty two issues a
year is a lot of material, so we’ve selected six issues we think
represent a good cross-section of the reviews, essays, and articles
that made up the year. We hope they make you think as well as
laugh.
A huge thank you to everyone who nominated us and to all our
subscribers and supporters. Thank you to all our guest contributors,
and to Nick Eden for preparing the ebooks this year. We know that
transposing a media-heavy interactive newsletter into a prose-biased
format is a difficult task.
We also want to thank Matt Wallace, who years ago encouraged
Alasdair to take a step back from the churn of low paying, high
volume nonfiction journalism and instead to focus on building his
own voice and audience. You were right, Matt, and you still are –
TFL now boasts well over a thousand subscribers. Which is amazing

when we realized we celebrated our 500th subscriber just a year
previously.
We’re not fond of the term ‘labor of love’ – too often it’s used to
marginalize professional projects by dedicated people based solely
on their economic output. TFL doesn’t generate any revenue, aside
from the occasional tip (for which we are sincerely grateful). We’re
thrilled that we were able to crowdfund our first commissioned issue
in April 2021, and we hope to build on that success in future issues.
And that was part of the reason we started TFL. To foster a creative
outlet for journalism that isn’t beholden to the freelancer cycle of
commissioning or the clickbait siren song. To share a love of creative
nonfiction with fellow writers, artists and creators, as well as their
audiences.
Because sometimes – especially in 2022 – after a long week you just
want to read about the latest Nicolas Cage movie and some cool
Kickstarters. And that’s okay.
We’ve got you.
Thank you once again, everyone. We hope you enjoy the selection.
If you’re not already a subscriber, you can join us
at alasdairstuart.com/the-full-lid/.
All the best,
Marguerite Kenner and Alasdair Stuart
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BIOGRAPHIES
Alasdair Stuart
Alasdair Stuart (he/him) is a professional enthusiast, pop culture
analyst, writer and voice actor. He co-owns the Escape Artists
podcasts and co-hosts both Escape Pod and PseudoPod.
Alasdair is an Audioverse Award winner, a multiple award finalist
including the Hugo, the Ignyte, and the BFA, and has won the Karl
Edward Wagner award twice. He writes the multiple-award
nominated weekly pop culture newsletter THE FULL LID.
Alasdair’s latest non-fiction is Through the Valley of Shadows, a
deep-dive into the origins of Star Trek’s Captain Pike from Obverse
Books. His game writing includes ENie-nominated work on the
Doctor Who RPG and After The War from Genesis of Legend.
A frequent podcast guest, Alasdair also co-hosts Caring Into the Void
created by Brock Wilbur and Jordan Shiveley. His voice acting
credits include the multiple-award winning The Magnus Archives,
The Secret of St. Kilda, and many more.
Visit alasdairstuart.com for all the places he blogs, writes, streams,
acts, and tweets as @AlasdairStuart.

Marguerite Kenner
Marguerite Kenner (she/her) is a California transplant living in the UK
city named after her favorite pastime.
She co-runs Escape Artists with her partner Alasdair Stuart and
practices as a commercial lawyer for a large software company. She
loves to narrate podcasts and play video games, often where people

can watch, and mentor creatives in the business skills they need to
thrive.
Her contributions to genre fiction include being a multiple Hugo
Award Finalist, editing Cast of Wonders from 2013 to 2019,
community organizing,mentoring, and participating in too many
project groups for too many industry orgs to count anymore.
You can follow her adventures on Twitter as @LegalValkyrie.
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19th November 2021
Five Years Later...

Oh hey! An editorial!
This week marks the fifth anniversary of this, our weekly word baby.
Five years ago on Twitter I made a gag about how if I had a
newsletter then all it would be is me arguing about narrative structure
all the time.
52 people liked that tweet. Dozens more promised to read it. I hope
you're all still reading and I hope you're all happy.
I am.
Five years ago The Full Lid was a ball of panic and enthusiasm and
me slowly learning Mailchimp while also yelling about pop culture.
Now we have an editor (thanks honey! I love you!), a logo
(thanks Metz!), frequent guest writers (thanks, buddies!), a bunch of
award nominations, a theme song (insert dramatic pause for
foreshadowing here) and over 1200 readers.
Cereal has some idea how that feels.

Video link
'HACK THE PLANET!'
'THIS IS A FULL LID!'
It's pretty close!
Video Description: Cereal Killer, best of all the Hackers, has his
moment of zen.

I closed the first issue five years ago as I was headed to see the
stage version of The Exorcist (hey Ephemeragrrl!). Today I'm
blocking out the last few issues for the year, planning some time off
and taking my editor out for a Fancy Dinner.
2021 has not been the year any of us wanted. But I'm so grateful I
made it this far, and I'm glad you have too.
This week we've got an interview with Barry Nugent, a look at the
Big Men of modern western genre cinema, a piece about Star Trek I
was not expecting to write until Tuesday night, and a professional

wrestling chyron that may make you cry. Oh and the interstitials this
week feature the hardest working cat in showbusiness, OwlKitty.
Join us as we start Year Six. Because this?
is The Full Lid.

Award Voting
Today's the last day for Hugo voting, so I want to take one more
chance to talk about why I think you should cast your vote for the fan
categories in particular. Kieron Gillen once described elements of
fandom as the petri dish in which the future is grown. And you can
see it in this list - a dozen different approaches to commentary,
expression, review, critique and analysis. Every single entry
highlights a brilliant creative endeavour; there's literally no wrong
choice. Each and every finalist are deserving of science fiction's
highest honor. Your vote is their applause, the wind in their sails,
your like share and subscribe.

Best Fanzine The Full Lid, written by Alasdair Stuart, edited by
Marguerite Kenner
Journey Planet, edited by Michael Carroll, John Coxon, Sara Felix,
Ann Gry, Sarah Gulde, Alissa McKersie, Errick Nunnally, Pádraig Ó
Méalóid, Chuck Serface, Steven H Silver, Paul Trimble, Erin
Underwood, James Bacon, and Chris Garcia.
Lady Business, editors. Ira, Jodie, KJ, Renay, and Susan.
nerds of a feather, flock together, ed. Adri Joy, Joe Sherry, The G,
and Vance Kotrla
Quick Sip Reviews, editor, Charles Payseur
Unofficial Hugo Book Club Blog, ed. Amanda Wakaruk and Olav
Rokne

Best Fancast Be The Serpent, presented by Alexandra Rowland,
Freya Marske and Jennifer Mace
Claire Rousseau’s YouTube channel, produced by Claire Rousseau
The Coode Street Podcast, presented by Jonathan Strahan and
Gary K. Wolfe, Jonathan Strahan, producer
Kalanadi, produced and presented by Rachel
The Skiffy and Fanty show, produced by Shaun Duke and Jen Zink,
presented by Shaun Duke, Jen Zink, Alex Acks, Paul Weimer, and
David Annandale.
Worldbuilding for Masochists, presented by Rowenna Miller,
Marshall Ryan Maresca and Cass Morris
Best Fan Writer Cora Buhlert
Charles Payseur
Jason Sanford
Elsa Sjunneson
Alasdair Stuart

Paul Weimer
Best Fan Artist Iain J. Clark
Cyan Daly
Sara Felix
Grace P. Fong
Maya Hahto
Laya Rose
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Barry Nugent and The Trail of the Cursed Cobras

The deeply prolific Barry Nugent has been a force for good in UK pop
culture for years. We reviewed his superb Trail of the Cursed
Cobras a few weeks back and I was delighted to chat with Barry in
more detail about the book, middle grade writing and his Unseen
Shadows universe.
This is your Middle Grade debut. Could you tell us a little about
what attracted you to the field?
It all started when I was approached by an agent who was interested
in working with me. During our first face to face meeting she asked
me “Have you ever thought about writing Middle Grade fiction?” The
question provoked a lot of angst on my part because as much as I
love middle grade books (Artemis Fowl I’m looking at you) it was a
field I didn’t think I had the tools to step into. Setting the story in the
1980’s was my way of being able to get myself into the mindset of a
group of 12 year old school kids. Despite parting ways with the agent
I knew after my first draft that I loved these kids and this story so
much and I had to see it through to the end. It was one of the best
writing decisions I have ever made.
Of course the book isn’t in the hands of its target audience yet so
they will be the ones to judge how well I’ve done.
Did you have to alter your style any?
Going into this I thought I would have to but it turns out not so much. I
think if you’ve read any of my previous work which is squarely aimed
at adults and older teenagers you still hear my voice in these pages.
All those themes/ideas that I gravitate towards - heroism, friendship,
good vs evil, conspiracies, big action set pieces and small character
moments are still there.
This is my first attempt at writing this type of fiction and I’m not

arrogant enough to believe I’ve nailed it in the back of the net first
time. All I can do is hope I’m somewhere on the pitch.
For someone who has the sporting capability of an empty packet of
cheese and onion crisps that was way too many sporting references.
What does MG allow you to do that other types of writing
doesn't?
FUN! Yes at times it was hard and frustrating as all writing can be at
times but overall I really let myself run free with this one. Although I
have humour in my other books it’s normally limited to one or two
characters but here I had five kids who were all funny in their own
way. Although the story has some heavy elements in there hope
pumps through every page.
That was one of the things I loved the most! Especially the way
you used their differing senses of humour to explore their
characters. Who would you say your comedic influences are? I
caught a little Dark Season and Press Gang too I think, but are
there other shows or performers too?
Well, like all arty folks, I’m a sponge soaking up little tidbits of
creativity from what I watch, see and listen to. You mentioned Dark
Season and yes that was a big one for me when I was developing the
plot, especially the main villain. I was very excited by the news that
Big Finish was bringing Dark Season back to life.
The team/comedy dynamics of Ghostbusters, Buffy, Grange Hill and
a film called The Monster Squad were massive influences on this
book. However, the main comedic influences for the gang sprung
from my own friendships growing up. My childhood home was always
filled with noise and laughter. As the youngest out of four I had to fight
to get in those one liners. It was the same with my school friends. I
think because of that I have always gravitated towards group
dynamics in my stories and using humour, even in the direst of
situations. I mean if you can’t laugh in the face of impending doom
then what’s the point, right?

That's interesting, and honestly, pretty reassuring. MG definitely
seems to be growing in popularity at the moment and there's
some great work being done in the field by folks like
yourself,
Claribel
Ortega
and
Matt
Wallace.
You
mentioned Artemis Fowl and I was wondering who you'd
recommend for people looking to get into MG books or buy them
for others as we careen towards the festive season (And yes you
can absolutely recommend yourself in there too).
I’m currently having loads of fun reading Deny All Charges, the
second book in the Fowl Twins series which is a spin off from
the Artemis Fowl books. I'm very late to the party but I’ve not long
finished the first book in the Percy Jackson series by Rick Riordan,
who has created a vast universe of MG fiction. There’s also the Jake
Atlas books by Rob Lloyd Jones which are a lot of fun and scratch my
Indiana jones itch.

What did you enjoy about writing multiple viewpoints for the
book? I love how the perspective shifts between the kids.
I’ve always loved having multiple POV’s in my stories so I knew going
into this one it was going to be no exception. Out of the five kids I
focused in on the POV’s of Ada, Bobby and Tony as they are the
three who drive the narrative. However what I do hope is that Nikki

and DJ come across as equally important members of the gang, even
if the reader doesn’t spend as much time with them.
Trail of the Cursed Cobras takes place in your Unseen
Shadows universe and I LOVE how you're giving each part of
that a unique identity with common threads. How did that
process evolve? Was this a story that evolved from that universe
or did you find that it fit best there, that sort of thing?
Originally this novel was going to be completely set outside of
the Unseen Shadows universe but then I thought it seemed silly to
have spent years stitching together a universe to play in only to play
in an empty playground next door. Once I had made that choice
things came together pretty fast when it came to adding in those
narrative threads. The real trick was not going in too heavy handed
with the references to the larger world for fear of leaving the reader
thinking they had missed out on a whole load of information.
Thankfully writing the first two Unseen Shadows novels and as an
editor on all the Unseen Shadows spin off comics gave me a great
grounding for keeping things on track.
My hope is the younger fans of this book will, after a few years, be
able to pick up some of the later books aimed at older readers and
find out they have been firmly in this universe the whole time.
However this book can be read completely independently of any of
my other stories.
Will we be seeing the kids again? And do you have plans for
them maybe showing up elsewhere in Unseen Shadows?
I do have some ideas kicking around for some more stories with
them. However I have another book to finish first so by the time I get
to the end of that I will have decided what my next creative course of
action will be.
As for the kids showing up elsewhere in Unseen Shadows universe.
You’ll just have to wait and see.

What are you working on at the moment? And what's next for
you?
Well now Trail of the Cursed Cobras is out in the world I am gearing
up the marketing side of things (anyone out there yes I will come and
talk your ears of on podcasts, blogs etc).
From the start of December I will be back working on ‘Silent
Immortals’ which is the third and final part of my Unseen
Shadows trilogy (not one for middle grade readers I’m afraid) and
closes off a narrative arc (which i still need a name for) which
includes 21 titles spread across the mediums of prose, comics and
audio. I’m also starting to bring all my notes together with a colleague
to put together a guide/source book to the Unseen
Shadows Universe.
Massive thanks to Barry for taking the time to chat to us. You can find
the amazing Geek Syndicate wherever you get your podcasts, follow
him on Twitter and check out his website. Trail of the Cursed Cobras
is available now.
OwlKitty: The Meowdalorian

Yes, I went there.
Video Description: OwlKitty teams up with The Mandalorian.

Big Men on Campus

Editor's note: mild spoilers for The Eternals and Dune
The portrayal of men of size on the genre cinema screen has seen an
upswing lately. But sadly, little has changed. I'm going to focus on the
axes I can speak to about these characters (Big, Clever), but like with
all characters there are layers of intersectionality I can't speak to.
Let's start with Phastos, a character from The Eternals, a movie that's
been roundly criticised for being both too and not enough like its
predecessors.

Phastos is the Eternals' engineer and maker -- quick-witted, impatient

and deeply idealistic. Here's Bryan Tyree Henry talking about his
casting process:
"I remember the first time that they were like, we want you to be a
superhero, I was like, 'Whoa, how much weight do I have to lose?'
And [they were] like, ”What are you talking about, we want you
exactly as you are and to be again to be a black man to have
someone look at you and say we want you to exactly the way you
are,' — it's unlike anything that I've ever felt, and so it just triggered
me, to be an 11-year-old kid who is watching these superhero movies
and not ever seeing anyone like me reflected. And I would take these
posters and put them in my locker and just hope that you know one
day there will be somebody representing me, and the way you know
that I am and I truly believe that, that moment started when I sat with
Chloé."

I honestly got a little emotional just pasting that into place. So imagine
how he must have felt.
People of size don't usually get to play people of size who are heroes.
We don't get to have loving relationships. We're still, even now,
mostly comic relief or background scenery muscle. We still matter so
little it's still more common to put an actor in a fat suit than hire a fat
actor.
This guy, much as I love him, is better big person rep than any
previous Marvel movie:

And he's a shark.
Video Description: Inmates of Belle Reve Maximum Security Prison
taunt humanoid shark King Shark, as he's recruited by Suicide Squad
controller Amanda Waller.
An actor told his physicality is what is needed is great news, doubly
so from a company responsible for BroThor being told to eat a salad
by the mother he's grieving -- very nearly everywhere from there is
UP.
Phastos’ first major scene involves him inventing the steam engine,
thousands of years early. In a clever call forward(?) to Tony Stark’s
holographic CAD systems, he proudly presents a 3D schematic of the
design to his family and is deeply crest-fallen when Salma Hayek’s
Ajak asks for his back up plan: the plough. The scene establishes
Phastos as a futurist, revelling in the pure joys of discovery and
creation. He and Jurassic Park’s Ian Malcolm would not, at this stage,
get on well.
That changes.

Phastos, we discover, played some role in the development of the
atomic weapons used on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and blames
himself. The consequences of innovation kill close to a quarter of a
million people and he’s so horrified he renounces his work and
humanity. It’s a tough scene -- many have massive, and justifiable
issues with its use and feel it trivializes the real events. It also
presents as both cowardice and punishment. Cowardice because
offloading the very real consequences to a fictional character
absolves everyone involved in reality. Punishment because it
happens to Phastos, a character whose identity sits at the axis of
multiple groups. We can, at last, have a gay superhero. We can at
last have a superhero of size. We can have a diverse and interesting
cast but in order to have these things? We give the black gay
superhero the largest burden of guilt in modern human history.
Where Phastos thrives is in how we see him move past that guilt. We
meet him again in the present day -- now a loving father and devoted
husband. Henry is a relaxed, funny performer and his scenes
with Haaz Sleiman as Ben, his husband, are really sweet. Phastos
has gone from wanting nothing more to do with humanity to having a
family he absolutely knows he’ll outlive. The bravery of that choice, to
care, is the core of the movie itself and it’s a choice every character
faces differently: Ajak locks herself away in penance. Druig locks
himself away in disgust. Ikaris becomes a tormented fundamentalist.
Phastos is brave enough to do the dishes and play catch, giving the
largest of impacts to what his fellow Eternals might see as small lives.
Big. Clever. Kind. Turns out you can have it all. If you're prepared to
deal with the guilt, that is.

My DUDE! Gilgamesh, played by Train to Busan stand out Ma Dongseok (credited as Don Lee) is just interesting and half as lucky. Lee
and Henry have a similar screen presence, a deep well of calm

rooted in their physicality. Where Henry uses this to draw Phastos'
endlessly laconic outlook, Lee plays with it through action. The
movie’s fight scenes are defined by frantic speed and volume. His
colleagues hit you thirty times a second with eye beams or gadgets or
mind control.
Gilgamesh hits you once. If you get up, he hits you again.
Editor's note: Ma Dong-seok is my fan-casting for Gerard from
Zelazny's Amber novels.
Lee never plays this as bored or flashy. On the contrary, he plays
Gilgamesh as deeply, profoundly careful. Few beats in the movie
emotionally land harder than Gil, finding out Ajak is dead, crushing a
cast iron skillet with his bare hands as the grief hits, a rare
demonstration of lost control not in a scary Cyclops way, but as an
almost unconscious need for an outlet. Gilgamesh carries an echo
here of Egyptian Frustration God disciple Michael Garibaldi
from Babylon 5:
‘No one knows... I'm afraid all the time -- what I might do if I ever let
go.’
Babylon 5, Ceremonies of Light and Dark, Season 3, Episode 11
Gilgamesh and Uncle Mike would, I suspect, get on supremely well. If
nothing else they’d bond over cooking. Because that’s ultimately how
Gilgamesh solves the problem Garibaldi wrestles with: he turns his
strength from something destructive to something constructive. Gil
becomes a caregiver and cook, not to mention a kickass apron
wearer. He dedicates centuries to caring for Thena, not just because
he clearly loves her but because he trusts himself. He’s the strongest
being on the planet, remarkably hard to kill and if she needs to lash
out, lashing out at him is a cost he will pay, and it will keep others
from harm.
One of the things Eternals does well is play with the heroic

archetypes, having the characters embody the issues the movie
wants to discuss. Phastos, Sersei, Sprite and Ikaris are all elements
of the interventionist question but Gilgamesh and Thena orbit that
question in a surprising way. For Thena, it’s the way her condition is a
visceral consequence of the fundamental hypocrisy at the heart of the
Eternals’ creation. For Gil, it’s the same realization as Phastos: their
lives, the lives of those they choose to be with, are infinitely more
important than an angry space giant with a pepper pot for a face
wanting a water birth for its latest child. This works because Gil and
Thena’s clear love for one another -- platonic, familial love -- is one of
the strongest pillars of the movie.
Which is why it leaves a potent sour aftertaste when the conclusion of
that life of strength is as predictable as it is disappointing -- self
sacrifice. This is Gilgamesh’s equivalent to Phastos and the bomb.
Just as the latter has to be punished for… reasons? I guess? The
former isn’t allowed to be a big, strong, kind dude who has
everyone’s back and has some slightly eccentric ideas about
fermentation. His death is a hinge around which the movie swings,
forcing the different approaches the Eternals have to their job out into
the light and confronting all of them with the hypocrisy at the heart of
their mission. I mean at least it wasn't the manic pixie dream girl for a
change? I guess? Suffering the lost of another of their family is the
fuel for the movie's third act, but it relegates Gilgamesh into Big, Kind,
and Expendable.

Hark(onnen)! A Vagrant
And then there's THIS asshole.
The head of House Harkonnen is, in every version of Dune, vile. The
original is a hedonistic paedophile rapist murderer, a man whose
monstrous appetites are reflected by his colossal frame and by the
fact that frame has to be moved around on suspensors, meaning he
can effectively fly. That image -- of someone so powerful and corrupt
they can ignore even gravity -- is the beginning and end of any notion
of subtlety for the Harkonnen patriarch.
The new cinematic version of Dune succeeds in addressing some of
the problems with the character. Friend of the Lid James
Bennett points out that not making him a murderous paedophile is a
major step forward and he is absolutely right in a 'lowest of all
possible hanging fruit' kind of way. In addition to everything
mentioned above, the Baron is also the only non-binary character in
the original book, serving as series stand-in for Herbert’s
homophobia. From this angle at least Villeneuve does excellent work
in excising that element of the character and modernizing the
adaptation.

Would that he had gone further.
Because Harkonnen is still an evil fat guy -- the trailhead of genre's
decades-long normalization of fat shaming and moral equivalency.
Without Harkonnen you don't get Jabba the Hutt. You don't get the
systemically entangled normalization of size, deformity and coloration
as markers of evil in countless pieces of fiction across every possible
media. You don’t get two generations and counting of fat kids
victimized because they don’t look like their bullies or because
society goes out of its way to tell them how little they fit or how little
they matter or how much of a problem they are.
Sound angry don't I? I've been a national level rugby player, a martial
artist, a runner. I’ve been conditioned to treat my weight, my size,
how much room I take up as my core moral failing my entire life. Pair
that with Dune's canonisation as 'a classic', a 'core text' that you must
absorb to be treated seriously.
The ‘monster’ at the core of this classic reportedly weighs as much as
I did at the height of lockdown.
You have no IDEA how angry I am.
And here's what's infuriating -- the ONLY REASON for a modern
adaptation of Dune to portray Harkonnen this way is to intentionally
evoke those decades of trope. It's lazy shorthand, when the
Villeneuve movie otherwise does a strong job tackling the novel's
other failings. Duncan Idaho rebuilt as an amiable doofus with a
profound love for the Fremen.
Leto as a fatalistic altruist who knows the trap he's walking into and
sincerely wants to make the best of it. Rebecca as a figure of
incredible agency and interest, equal parts tiger mom and profoundly,
deeply perceptive kingmaker. Even Paul, who is often, to quote John
Oliver, nothing more than Sandy Soft Boy Space Jesus, has edges
and depth.

Harkonnen? Look everyone, Harkonnen isn't a violent paedophile
anymore! He’s "just" a violent, evil fat guy. Again.
Stellan Skarsgard is 6' 2". He weighs 200 pounds. He's played villains
with intellect, threat, presence and rage, a man whose force of
presence and will carries every scene and could absolutely have
been an iconic Harkonnen buck naked and dripping wet. You only put
him in a fat suit if you want someone in a fat suit and if you want
someone in a fat suit, then you lack the moral fibre and creative
bravery to cast a fat actor, and the courage to say so out loud.
Emmet Asher-Perrin talked a year before production about the ways
they could have portrayed Harkonnen. Villeneuve's 'embodiment of
capitalistic hedonistic gluttony' is the 'fat equals immoral' option by
another name. The simplest option. The laziest option. The option
Meg Elison's 'The Pill' captures so perfectly.
Every other major character in Dune gets agency.
Harkonnen gets an oil bath.
*
Here's where we are. A genius carrying the angst ball, a
marshmallow with hands of stone and a heart of gold, and a villain
whose adaptation is very much the problem. What these men tell us
is that on its good days, progress is two steps forward, and one step
back. Phastos is more than his size and sexuality, but punished for
his intellect. Gilgamesh's true strength is his compassion and
pragmatism, both sacrificed in a Shit Just Got Real moment. And for
some reason Vladimir Harkonnen’s strategic brilliance and sociopathy
can only be expressed for modern audiences by putting a tall man in
a fat suit.
Theoretically, all of this could change. Harkonnen will hopefully have
more to do in the second film. Gilgamesh could absolutely be
resurrected (you know, that whole 'Eternals' thing). But people of size
are still having to 'pay' for being anything other than scenery or

comedic relief. Creative homogeneity instead of diversity or variety,
the spice of life. And as even the Baron knows those who control the
spice, control the universe.
Sources:
https://gingernutsofhorror.com/film-reviews/film-review-dune-2021
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Eternals_(Homo_immortalis)
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Phastos_(Earth-616)
https://marvel.fandom.com/wiki/Gilgamesh_(Earth-199999)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forgotten_One_(character)
https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-scenedefense-firpo-comments/
https://screenrant.com/eternals-movie-hiroshima-phastos-mcu-realworld-problem/
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/celebrity/article/3153882/mee
t-eternals-star-haaz-sleiman-gay-muslim-arab-american
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_N
agasaki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vladimir_Harkonnen
https://www.thecompanion.app/2021/10/12/dune-baron-harkonnenqueer-menace-and-frank-herberts-homophobia/
https://www.ebar.com/arts_&_culture/movies//309782
https://twitter.com/albinokid/status/1250045540873777152
https://dune.fandom.com/wiki/Suspensors

Discovery Phase

It's been a difficult week for Star Trek.
Yesterday, the fourth season of Star Trek: Discovery premiered. Up
until two days ago, it was going to appear on Netflix internationally
soon after. Instead, the show's previous seasons have disappeared
from Netflix and will launch internationally on Paramount Plus, their
new exclusive streaming service that will debut at some point in 2022
in what the co-owners of Wrexham AFC christened, with chilling
prescience, 'Restofworld'.

But it's okay, everyone! The studio left a tweet!

... Cool.
SFX ran Discovery as their cover story this month. Anthony Rapp,
who plays Stamets on the show, has confirmed that the cast had
absolutely no idea this was happening until viewers did. Cast
members have been promoting the show at conventions throughout
Europe for weeks including Destination: Star Trek in London just one

week ago. The press, and the production itself , were as wrongfooted as we are.
Upsetting and rude as this decision is, in capitalist hellscape terms, it
was predictable. With Paramount Plus rolling out, it only makes sense
for their parent company to bring one of its biggest franchise players
inside its shiny new walled garden. We know Strange New Worlds is
in post-production and will presumably be a flagship launch for the
channel. There's also word at least one other show is at
scripting. Picard, Prodigy and Lower Decks are all a going concern
with the Section 31 show also on the way.
That's a lot of Star Trek, and you can understand why Paramount
want to add more spokes to their wheel. Just as it's understandable
when fans are deeply angry to see that wheel, for the first time in
years, turn away from them.

That turn and its appalling timing is the crux of this thing. It's a stark,

deeply unpleasant reminder that all streaming services do is lease
you products. So many products in fact that it's skewed our view of
how modern franchise 'television' operates.
The expectation (not entitlement -- this is damaging not toxic) of
current viewers is that everything we're interested in will arrive on
these services quickly and stick around. It won't. It doesn't and often
it's not given room to grow either. Look at the flotilla of Netflix shows
pulled at season three, the infamous point where contracts have to be
renegotiated.
Yet, somehow, we get loyal to these services, services that never
reciprocate. They don't have to. There's always another consumer,
always money to be made, always a terrible choice to survive on the
way to getting all the money from someone instead of some of the
money from everyone. It's not remotely kind or fair but it's how things
work.
Like in many other aspects of life during These Unprecedented
Times, this week's course change pulled the curtain back on an ugly
truth that was always there.
The more insidious lesson here is one I've seen begin to manifest in
multiple places. Earlier today I saw someone ask why Squid
Game was still number one on Netflix, and specifically 'Who hasn't
seen this yet?'

Me. For one.
When I ran a comics store I used to say comics aren't bread, they
don't go off after a week - why do we expect any different from
television? Marathoning through a favorite series is top fun, but it's
also become a destination in and of itself, a curious and increasing
social expectation.
That's had some interesting consequences, including some
successful experiments in how much of a show is released at a
time. Arcane being released in three episode arcs has worked
brilliantly for example. On the other hand, some of the reaction
to Doctor Who this year seems to be couched in shock that a
serialized story sometimes has slightly unsatisfying middle bits.
Entire episodes devoted to moving an overall arc along without that
much internal narrative? AND YOU HAVE TO WAIT SEVEN DAYS
FOR THE NEXT ONE?! I'M GOING TO CALL MY MP! ASSUMING
HE ISN'T WORKING FROM THE VIRGIN ISLANDS TODAY!
All this is cold comfort of course. But the cold, hard truth is that while
this is a product that's been snatched away, it's also one that's going

to be accessible, eventually, for a price. As long as physical discs
remain a thing, or digital releases for that matter, those of us in the
rest of the world will eventually be able to see that show. If we want to
see it sooner, there are ways to do that. (We don't have time for the
whole 'if you don't make a method legal, illegal methods will flourish
conversation. We touched on it before, go listen)
But everything about this choice puts the onus on individual viewers
and gambles they won't walk away . It's exhausting, last minute, and
in These Unprecedented Times just feels like an asshole move.
Especially given what looks to be a massive disparity in the amount
of countries Paramount Plus will be available to versus the amount of
countries
Netflix
is
in.
As
pointed
out
by
Fabio
Fernandes and Redscribe, Paramount Plus is rolling out to 45
countries. Netflix is currently in 190 and entire continents have just
lost access to the show.
Worse, they've lost access to some of the most important and
positive representation of the LGBTQIA+ spectrum in popular culture,
at the exact point it's never been more needed. Star Trek is the most
fundamentally hopeful, kind franchise in western science fiction. It's
an idea, fundamentally, about people working together. It's art, to
paraphrase Friend of the Lid Brendon Connelly, that tells us how to
scale the cliffs of our lives. Paramount have just pulled the rope up on
most of the world, with a LOLSOZ promising a rope ladder to a few.
At some point in 2022 those 45 countries will get a rollout of
Paramount Plus across, at the very least, a Sky Movies add-on and
apps for Android and iOS. I'd guess console apps will follow but given
there still isn't one for the iPlayer on the PS5, I'd not lay odds on them
following quickly. And expect a Disney+'esque 'low price to onboard
customers, then crank it up at renewal' strategy for pricing.
Star Trek is defined by it's celebration of hope, cooperation and
exploration. Heading into a second winter with COVID numbers
climbing, now is exactly when many of us need exactly that. But
thanks to Paramount, the rest of the world is going to have to
discover it for ourselves for the foreseeable future.

Discovery season 4 will launch outside the US sometime in
2022. Strange New Worlds will presumably also launch around the
same time. At present Picard and Lower Decks will remain with
Amazon outside the US but that seems certain to
change. Prodigy comes to Nickelodeon shortly.
Sources:
https://trekmovie.com/2021/11/16/star-trek-discovery-leaving-netflixfor-paramount-internationally-season-4-to-launch-globally-in-2022/
https://intl.startrek.com/news/star-trek-discovery-moves-toparamount-internationally
https://deadline.com/2021/11/star-trek-discovery-netflix-dealparamount-viacomcbs-1234875466/
https://deadline.com/tag/viacomcbs/
https://www.skygroup.sky/article/viacomcbs-partners-with-sky-tolaunch-paramount-in-europe
https://twitter.com/redscribe/status/1460900440040636419
OwlKitty: Jurassic Mrrp

Yep, went there too.
Video Description: OwlKitty escapes the Jurassic Park T-Rex
paddock. Adorable furry mayhem ensues.

Your Professional Wrestling Moment of Zen

AEW's Full Gear event was last weekend, with the main event a title
clash between Kenny Omega and 'Hangman' Adam Page. Thanks
to Friend of the Lid Chris Brosnahan for this rundown of the multiyear, multi-promotion story.
One of the many plot threads of this feud has been the graphics
crew messing with Hangman's introduction every time he comes to
the ring. Here's a few examples we ran a few months back.
This was his chyron last Saturday:

Caption: 'We're Proud of You' - Graphics Team
THAT is how you write professional wrestling.
And this has been your Professional Wrestling Moment of Zen.

Signal Boost
Art
PiperEwan just released a new print called 'D.B. Cooper' and I
LOVE it.
Books
Heaven's Vault is now a two-part sci-fi novel, a deepening and
extension of the award-winning game. Perfect for those who love
layering narratives, linguistic puzzles, and archaeology. It will
absolutely be one of Marguerite's Christmas presents this year.
W. Keith Tims' The Book of Constellations is a road trip that
pitches an alien and his only friend against the force that may
destroy the Earth.
Margaret Kingsbury over at Buzzfeed has an excellent article
listing 17 Indigenous Science Fiction And Fantasy Books To
Read This Month which is an excellent suggestion, yes.
Crowdfunding
Friend of the Lid and professional all around creative
badass Julia Rios is kickstarting Bridge to Elsewhere, an
anthology of awesome space travel stories co-edited
with @alanajoli.
Mermaids Monthly Year Two Kickstarter launches Monday
November 22nd! Year Two is helmed by Noelle Singh and Miyuki
Jane Pinckard, aiming to feature at least 50% of its content from
creators outside the United States. For the first 48 hours, there’s
an early bird special of a full year’s digital subscription for $25
(normally $40.) Follow the campaign here! You can also find
them on Twitter.

Charity
Friend of the Lid Chris Brosnahan has shaved his entire head
and grown a moustache he loathes for charity. Please donate
and honour his follicular courage.
Gaming
ThoroughlyGuy has developed an RPG called Mannerism. It's 'a
game about slaves becoming wizards to overthrow their
sorcerous oppressors. Non-random: Your character's approach
takes the place of the traditional die roll, and you grow in line with
how you play.'
The fantastically named Jessica_Crimes sends word
of Pretentious Games for Villains and Bastards which 'just
became available to buy on Itch, following a successful
Kickstarter. Some really weird games by some great devs.'
THE CAT IS THE DUNGEON MASTER?! Thanks, Rebecca
Markwick!
Hashtags and Shenanigans

The Ticking World is back on sale! The Choose Your Own
Advent/ure calendar looks fantastic and we've got a channel set
up on our Discord for folks to discuss it as they play. Also check
out our talk with designer and all around deeply excellent
human, Brendon Connelly. Want to check it out? Brendon's
made the first four days available as a pay-what-you-like PDF.
A San Francisco bus driver watched Shang-Chi for the first time
and had Thoughts about the bus fight. It is somehow even better
than you'd dared imagine.
Podcasting
Glenatron would love to bring more people to CrudestSwords,
a Dungeon World actual play show described as 'where the only
thing lower than the dice rolls are the puns'.
Midnight Burger is a show about 'the legend of Midnight Burger,
a diner that traverses space, time, and dimension. We open at 6.'
Mine's got bacon and relish, folks, see you there.
So hey that Star Trek news? We kind of touched on that a few
months back with Rachelle on Narrative Labyrinth...
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like
to see here get in touch.
Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here get in touch.
OwlKitty: A Guest of the Cat-inental

STUPID! Worth it.
The pun I mean not Mr Wick or his terrifying murder-mittened
sidekick.
Video Description: Master assassin John Wick gets the last partner
he expected and the only partner he needs.

Where You Can Find Me This Week
Working Away
RPG work almost concluded for the year! Which is weird and
awesome!
Drabbles written, fingers crossed.
... Did I mention my favourite West Wing episode is 'Celestial
Navigation'? Take your shot, folks, you never know when
something will land.
Twitch
We finished Last Stop! John seizes the day! Donna makes a
difficult choice! Meena straight up wrecks some dudes! There's a
surprising amount of narrative tidiness! THERE ARE
EMOTIONS.
The patron saint of serotonin, Mikey Scamp, joined us for... look
just enjoy the trip to VODhalla, okay? I promise you'll never view
corgis, drones, electric cars or TURN DOWN FOR WHAT! the
same way again.
Novel O'Clock
Who has two thumbs, finished NanoPlanno, and has a nice shiny
list of stuff to change in his novel? THIS GUY.
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 784: American Remake of a Japanese Ghost Story
Written by Laird Barron and narrated by Kaitlyn Zivanovich
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Chelsea
Davis

OwlKitty: The Kit-cher
I. REGRET. NOTHING.
Video Description: OwlKitty is edited into The Witcher, proving you
can always make something great even better.

Department of Received Esoteric Goods

This is so cool! My Ignyte Awards finalist commemorative medal from
the FiyahCon team arrived and it's just STUNNING! Thank you so
much!

Presenting, as Marguerite put it, our collaborative relationship in a

nutshell.
Her Lidversary gift is a Waterford crystal bowl.
Mine is Waspinator.
I regret nothing.
Read the Trail of the Cursed Cobras interview? And
review? Here's the book!

the

Signing Off / Playing Out
Thanks for reading, folks! I hope you had a great week, and now you
can put it down and walk slowly away, maintaining eye contact the
whole time. Remember, it keys on movement. And don't blink.
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can
find me, including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the Twitters,
where the trending topic 'doctor who' and the trending topic 'Doctor
Who' are the ultimate 'enemies to lovers' metafictional fanfic just
waiting to happen. Follow us on Twitch too to be notified when we go
live.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!
Playing us out this week is the Void, finally out from under his
fractious relationship with his... room mate(? I guess?) and ready to -oh dear.
Oh well, at least now we know. And what else do we know? Oh yeah!

This is a Full Lid.
Video Description: John Oliver interrupts the Void's "new discussion
show" at the exact moment he goes full 9/11 truther.

22nd October 2021
Bonjour, chumrades! The Full Lid is here to lighten your inbox and
help close out your week. I'm Alasdair, your intrepid writer and in the
editorial seat is as ever the amazing Marguerite.
We have A Plan, and That Plan is This: to give you a weekly 5 p.m.
chunk of pop culture enthusiasm, career notes, reviews and anything
else that I've enjoyed this week. Think of it as email, but good!
This week with added Tom Hardy! In honour of Handsome Bob (CW:
Early '00s homophobia, a couple of bad haircuts and surprising
emotional nuance for a Guy Ritchie movie!) himself gracing our
screens once again in Venom 2: The Odd Symbiote, I've collected
some of his best and least well known performances.
Oh and could I interest you in Contents?

Contents
Nothing But Blackened Teeth
Scarlet Hollow Episode 2
Lower Depths
Signal Boost
Where you can find me this week
Department of Received Esoteric Printed Goods
Signing Off / Playing Out

Nothing But Blackened Teeth

Editor's note: Spoilers as to the premise; mention of suicide
As a wedding present, five friends spend the night in a haunted,
Heian-era mansion.
As a punishment, five people bound together by time and crippling
bonds spend one last night at the edge of their tolerances.
As an offering, five people are put before a house as desperately
lonely as it is murderously ravenous.
Cassandra Khaw's work is essential regardless of genre and here
they take the traditional haunted house story and turn it into
something subtler, sadder, and infinitely more disturbing. This is
haunting as inevitability, the post-modern self awareness that Randy
Meeks cursed the genre with repositioned into a map with no
directions, a spell with no ending. Nothing but the pained, wide-eyed
awareness of your death being in the same room with you with and
only time standing in the way. And when was time ever on your
side (unless you're Denzel Washington)?
Each of the characters has a good idea what they're getting into -one more than the others -- and they're trapped anyway. Khaw is too
good a writer to give us answers, instead offering perception and
perspective instead of breathlessly read Latin or last second info
dumps. The house is something awful, whose very presence draws in
and disinhibits the characters like some twisted combination of a
patient spider and Twitter. Horror is thick on the very ground, the book
reeks of ink and soil, decay and rage. Atmosphere and language
wrap around each other like roots in an abandoned library and
Khaw's typically beautiful language becomes something pheromonic.
The characters -- brilliant, brittle, funny Lin especially -- all know
what's about to happen, or what they want to happen, or what they
think should happen. They go along anyway, as much because
there's nothing else they can do as because, on some level, they
want to see what happens next.

This combination of barely contained social rage and persistent,
loamy menace is brought into sharp focus by Khaw's extraordinarily
rich language. The mansion as described is horrifying, and the library
full of the husks of books taken over by wasp's nests and mushroom
is a particular nightmarish location that lingers. Better still, this only
heightens the tension. This house is somewhere no one needs to be,
yet here the wedding party are, alone with the ghost of their own
making, haunting and haunted by her old life.
Nothing But Blackened Teeth is haunted house as crucible, Khaw
breaking their characters on the wheel of constantly escalating
tension. Lin, witty, funny, a permanent outsider and the friend who
abandoned Cat, the protagonist, is doomed by the very outsider
status he clings to. Philip, son of money and as idealized as that
money can buy has a temper that only flares around Faiz, his best
friend and closest opponent. Faiz -- textbook example of how to write
people of size by the way -- is fervently in love and increasingly
worried his fiancé, Talia, doesn't feel the same way. Talia, for her part,
is unclear whether she's horrified that Cat had a breakdown, they
slept together, or that Cat's somehow back in their social circle.
Then there's Cat. Khaw writes about her suicide attempt with total
honesty wrapped in pragmatism. Cat is still alive and that process,
even realizing let alone accepting it, has taken constant work. She
talks, early on, about being sealed out of the world by her friends. Cat
clings to what her trauma has gained her, what her friends lack:
grounding., context. A scar to keep them in the moment. Cat's
grounding is her wound to carry, the isolation that drives her her
through dual haunted space: the mansion, and the life her friends
built. A life she no longer has any part in. And that realization is
enough to give them all a fighting chance.
Nothing But Blackened Teeth fizzes with the complexity of old friends
in horrible new circumstances, full of anger, resentment, wit and feral
life. It's lyrical, brutal, and the perfect Halloween night read. Available
where all books are sold, including in audio narrated by Suehyla ElAttar.

You can, and should follow Cassandra Khaw on Twitter for their
excellent microfiction threads if nothing else.

The Hardy Effect: The Drop
The likable shlub routine that Hardy would perfect as Venom's
boyfriend is born in The Drop. He plays Bob, a likable bartender at a
bar with some very unpleasant side gigs. He's on screen with the
late James Gandolfini basically all the time. He more than holds his
own. Also there is an excellent dog.
Video Description: Tom Hardy and James Gandolfini play the staff of
a bar with a criminal side line that goes very, very badly wrong.

Scarlet Hollow
Episode 2

Editor's note: spoilers for episode one; vague general spoilers for
episode two. The game is a branching narrative, so you may not
encounter the same scenarios and options. Full content warnings for
the game are available here.
Previously! On Scarlet Hollow! CUNG CUNG!
Editor's note: What Alasdair also meant to convey was our
review of Episode 1.

Black Tabby Games' narrative horror game has been a real find this
year. Episode 1 sets up the premise wonderfully: called back to the
family home town of Scarlet Hollow to attend your aunt's funeral, you
discover that your cousin is running the family mine, there are terrible
creatures and omens in the woods, and Gretchen is the best dog
ever. Aided by local paranormal youtuber Stella, local scientist and
lookserver Kaneeka, local elder woman who clearly knows things
Sybil and of course, Gretchen T. Dog, you investigate.
In Part 2 the answer start to arrive and you are NOT ready.

The brilliant scope of the game starts to unfold in this instalment and
it breaks down into two major scenes. You can, and should, visit the
local corner store to talk to Miles, Kaneeka's younger brother. But the
episode pivots around the extended research stint you have in the
library. This is all player-led exposition but it's presented in such a
way that not only do you get two new characters to talk to (and a cat!)
but you also get context if not answers for what you've already
experienced.
This really is a game that rewards coming to it fresh so I'm working
really hard on keeping spoiler free here but there's a moment in this
sequence which really bakes in the claustrophobia of the town.
Something you research is depicted on a mural in the library a keen
eye'd player spots on the way in. There's a tiny echo of Pawnee's

magnificently terrifying municipal murals here but there's also a
louder echo of the screams of dying miners and the ethical
foundations of a town being shaken to their core.
Plus Professor Hot Stuff and Pixel arrive and they're both great fun.
Oscar, in the back there, is the town librarian, father to Rosalina and
staff to Pixel. He's funny and kind and smart and a little rubbish. He
and his family are also sleeping in the library due to an ongoing event
which is so clearly going to be a part of a future episode it practically
introduces itself before sitting patiently in the corner with a cup of tea
to wait it's turn. That sounds like I'm mocking the game and believe
me I'm not. This writing style is something Scarlet Hollow does a lot
and it works fantastically well. The terrifying creatures at the end of
the first episode are revealed, here, to be a symptom not a problem.
The mine, the industrial heart of the town, is revealed to be both a
terrifying monument to the lost and a stark reminder of the town's
past.
Scarlet Hollow is a town where nothing is easy, nothing is cheap and
nothing is simple and the library sequence pays all of that off
brilliantly. Plus if you took the TALKS TO ANIMALS trait Pixel is both
tremendous fun and best buds with the world's best potato dog.
Now, let's go underground.

You see that look on everyone's faces? How even Gretchen is going
'I'm not ENTIRELY sure this is the best idea? And I'm a dog'? Yeah.
They're all right.
Guess where you're going anyway?
I LOVE this sequence, and I love it because it does one of the
hardest things in horror: it shows you something you absolutely do
not want to do, helps you do it anyway, and then rewards you with
vast amounts of character and plot.
Editor's note: This next section is absolutely a spoiler for
episode one.
Scarlet Hollow's episode two also does a fantastic piece of player
pastoral care I want to talk about for a second. Episode 1 finishes
with a choice between letting two characters die. One of them is
Gretchen and it is very, very horrible. There's a moment halfway
through the mine sequence where Kaneeka agrees to head back to
the surface, and takes Gretchen with her. There's a very clear
reassurance to this, an implicit message that the world's best dog will

not face danger again. That's both deeply considerate and massively
appreciated.
Editor's note: End of spoiler.
Before heading into the dark you talk to the miners, including the
possibly-no-longer-alive-or-human Wayne, getting a sense that the
troubles of the past are what the present is built on. Then you see
Professor Ho-Oscar's daughter Rosalina sneak into the abandoned
mineshaft and things get TWISTY and the narrative collapses down
into a single room. In the space of, for us, about three extremely
tense hours it explore the obligations of family, the generation chasm
that always exists in small towns, the very distinct possibility that two
of the characters used to date, the different ways we grieve, the
terrible history of the town mines and abusive relationships. It does all
this in the literal shadow of something clearly supernatural that only
ever gets closer.
It's one of the most intense gaming experiences I've had and that's
amazing because it's all still images! All you have are dialogue
choices but each one is so laden with meaning and implication it
really does feel like an incredibly high stakes moment and trust me, it
is. The mines aren't as deserted as the town has been led to believe
and the Ditchlings from episode 1 are just the beginning...

We got lucky. We made the right choices and we got everyone out of
the mine if not unharmed then certainly alive. Other options are far
grimmer and as with episode 1, one of the most interesting elements
of Scarlet Hollow is that sense of other stories whistling past.
Catastrophes out in the dark and always one choice away from
getting closer. Like the Ditchlings, and the creatures that come after
them and of course, episode 3...
I LOVE this game. It's endlessly clever and funny and weird. Abby
Howard's hand-drawn art is startlingly atmospheric and gorgeous; I
seriously hope they release an art book after the final instalment is
released. Horror rarely looks this good and if you have an even slight

fondness for the genre or for video games, you should pay a visit to
Scarlet Hollow. Just don't go down the mines...
Scarlet Hollow Episodes 1 and 2 are available now. If you'd like to
see us play the final tense instalment, Vodhalla awaits you. Episode 3
is currently in development and scheduled for a January 2022 release
and we can't wait.
Horror music machine Brandon Boone has created the excellent
soundtracks for the game. The next Bandcamp Friday, where the site
waives its fees and ensures artists get a bigger cut, is on the 5th of
November.

The Hardy Effect: Locke
Tom Hardy in a car. That's it. That's the movie. Except it's not. As
construction foreman Ivan Locke, on the eve of the most important
job of his life, Hardy does a fantastic job playing a man who is either
throwing it all away or running towards what he truly wants depending
on where you stand. A blisteringly good performance in a movie that's
brave enough to just do one thing incredibly well.

Video Description: Alone in a car for 90 minutes, Tom Hardy as Ivan
Locke destroys his life and perhaps rebuilds it again.

Lower Depths

Editor's note: spoilers for the finale of Star Trek: Lower Decks season
2.
Meet Kimolou and Matt. They're Starfleet officers. They're also
Beluga whales. In the next 500 words I will explain why their
appearance on Lower Decks' barnstorming season 2 finale embodies
everything that makes the show not just great but one of the most
impressive takes on Star Trek ever.

Start the clock.
Cetacean Ops is a canonical in-joke dating back to TNG. You can
read about the on-air references here. The idea is actually rather
lovely: that the cetacean officers act as navigational and science staff
to help steer Starfleet's warp-capable skyscrapers around the galaxy.
It's implied, but never said out loud to my knowledge, that this is a
direct result of the whales saved by the former Enterprise command
crew in Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home. Which is the best Star Trek
movie. That is a Science Fact.
'First First Contact' could easily just used the whales as a fun in-joke.
Given the same episode references weirdo Captains who carry riding
crops and the Rubber Ducky Room the energy is very much there.
Instead, the Cetacean Ops scene is central to basically everything
that happens in the episode and the season. It's where Boimler gets
the hero moment he's been convinced he isn't capable of. It's where
Tandi takes command in a manner we're definitely seeing again and
where Mariner listens to her friends instead of dragging them around
by the com badge. It's also where Kimolou and Matt spend a LOT of
time trying to get Rutherford to skinny dip with them but, y'know,
cetaceans.
This sort of narrative multi-tasking is where showrunner Mike
McMahan just excels. He turns a three episode running joke into a
crucible where three of his four leads answer the call to adventure
and the fourth starts down the road to realizing his life hasn’t been his
own for a while. It’s also, in the hands of animators Titmouse and
director Jason Zurek, a moment of actual scale in an episode full of
them. The Cerritos has always felt like a warp-capable tow truck but
this episode it feels MASSIVE. The glorious pulp lunacy of Mariner
and definitely-soon-to-be-girlfriend Andorian Jen literally hanging onto
the edges of the bridge, now open to space, and yelling steering
directions is brilliant. The copper-coloured hull-less hot rod Cerritos is
even better. The fact Cetacean Ops is both front and centre and vital?
Cherry on a very well-made cake.

I’m very fond of all the current iterations of Trek but none moreso
than Lower Decks. It loves Star Trek utterly and takes great delight in
tweaking its nose. This episode, it not only does that but reminds us
why Starfleet as an organization is so attractive. Volunteers,
sometimes brilliant, often not, occasionally aquatic, doing their best to
save the day. You see it in the A-plot, with the rescue of the USS
Archimedes and their attempts to rescue themselves. You see it in
the B-plots with the various Lower Deckers stepping up. And finally,
you see it in the ending. Captain Beckett in chains, and her crew
united in horror and loyalty. I wouldn’t bet against them. Starfleet’s
best FTL tow truck is on the case and now, at last, so is Cetacean
Ops.
Stop the clock. Fifteen words to spare! Self five!
Lower Decks is fantastic and the first two seasons are on Amazon
Prime and Paramount+ now. There's even cetacean ops merch now
and that beach towel must be mine!

Signal Boost
Books
Leahcrowley2020's new book, Testament, is out next month.
Understatesmen does the BEST work and I'm delighted to
see The Dawnhounds get a cover and a launch date!
Madeleine Swann's new collection. The Sharp End of the
Rainbow, is out next February,.
Queen of Swords newest, Obviously, Aliens by Jennie Goloboy
lands on November 1st and is up for preorder now. It's 'funny sf,
talking corgis, wild road trips and Doges' and yes I am absolutely
sold.
Paul John Lyon's new book, The Bennington Boy is currently free
on Kindle.
Comics
Kevin Gunstone brings news of Future Primitive's IndieGogo
campaign.
Paracelsus creates a comic called Twelve Saints for Metal
Cathedral.
JosephSFarrar's excellent Horror comic Bump will be launching
its second issue just in time for Halloween next week!
Stu Perrins @theZanker and @GravelleRon have a comic series
called
ChronoCat,published
by
@Markosia,
available
now and issue 1 is 79p on Comixology.
Hashtags and Shenanigans
The #deadlydetective continues to be a vastly fun evolution of
the also excellent #dailydetective. I was especially pleased to
see Harry D'Amour show up this week.
Music

The next Bandcamp Friday, where the site waives its fees and
ensures artists get a bigger cut, is on (remember, remember) the 5th
of November.
One of my first editors, Antony Johnson, is a writer, editor,
podcaste and musician and his latest album, Silancaeon: Ritualis
Obscura, is out next week.
The utterly delightful Nico Vettese (@WeTalkOfDreams) has just
announced his album and anthology podcast series!
The original score to The Tower Part 2 is now available for preorder on Bandcamp.
Podcasting
If This Goes On explores speculative fiction and the SFF
community through the lenses of hope and resistance so you
know it's my jam. Their most recent episode features Janae
Phillips of Fandom Forward and Ben Bauman of the new Paizo
Union.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like
to see here get in touch.

The Hardy Effect: Warrior
Warrior is the single genuinely great MMA movie although I have high
hopes for Bruised. It's one of those films that just lands every single
shot it throws. There's a great Nick Nolte performance, a fantastically
good turn from Joel Edgerton in the lead and Frank Grillo visibly
working out how to be a Frank Grillo character, basically in real time.
But Hardy, carrying that hulking musculature he'd perfected
with Bronson and Bane, is what you can't take your eyes off. If you
watch nothing else, watch the moment Tommy is played to the cage
by the Marines and what Hardy does with minimal movement and
reaction. Just amazing work.
Video Description: Tom Hardy and Joel Edgerton play estranged
brothers who both come to a high end MMA contest for different
reasons and end up processing their difficult relationship with each
other and their father in the cage.

Where You Can Find Me This Week

Working Away
Pushing hard to get my PseudoPod and Escape Pod duties
written out to the end of the year. So my brain is currently
halfway between this and this. Which it usually is to be fair.
Finished my booth time for the secret thing! Just pick ups to go!
Twitch
We begin Last Stop! Come and see Molly, the best kid
ever! Also terrifyingly accurate simulations of shitty London jobs!
And... Aliens?! Maybe?!
And on Wednesday, we brought the classic literature
spoops with a reading of O Whistle and I'll Come To You, My
Lad by M.R. James. Here are the Show Notes.
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 779: Trowel, Brush, Bones
Written by Audrey R. Hollis and narrated by Ibba Armancas
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart and with audio production by Marty
Perrett

Department of Received Esoteric Printed Goods

The Art of Nasa: The Illustrations That Sold The Missions by Piers
Bizony. Full of amazing paintings and part of the research for next
month. Also it's really pretty and I had birthday cash left over.

Flowers for the Sea by Zin E. Rocklyn! As ever Portal Bookshop do
the best work and I'm really looking forward to reading this.

The Hardy Effect: Bedtime Stories
CBeebies Bedtime Stories have always been very good at getting
massive names that understand the assignment (DAVE GROHL!!!)
and Hardy does a bang-up job. Because sometimes, you just need
buttery man-vocals reading a story about a tiger.
Video Description: Tom Hardy sits in a garden and reads a bedtime
story.

Signing Off / Playing Out
Thanks for reading, folks! I hope the week went well. Just one more
week until Horror Christmas!
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can
find me, including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and
the Twitters, where this week I set my location to the Cayman
Islands and my Trending Topics tag moved a full three circles closer
to the edge of Hell. Here's how you do that. Follow us on Twitch to
be notified when we go live.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!
Playing us out this week is a collection of the best officer in Starfleet
dealing with the ongoing existential frustration of other people,
y'know, EXISTING. Jet Reno we don't know what we did to deserve
you, but we're glad we did it.
Oh and hey, you know what?

This is a Full Lid.
Video Description: Jet Reno is the best officer in Starfleet.

17th September 2021
Happy Friday, everyone!
This is The Full Lid, your weekly 5 p.m. chunk of pop culture
enthusiasm, career notes, reviews and anything else that I've
enjoyed this week. Think of it as email, but good!
This week's interstitials are a series of really cool videos exploring
the differing sizes of fictional buildings, spaceships, worlds and
maps. Relaxing, interesting fun without an arbitrary gatekeeping
grading system?! Who knew THAT was possible, right?!
Onward!
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Three Great Things about FIYAHCON 2021

Conventions, hit hard like so many industries by the ongoing
pandemic, have evolved along two routes. One is the traditional
physical convention with added safety measures. WorldCon, in
December, requires masks and proof of vaccination. Fantasycon, in
two weeks in the UK, falls short of this benchmark but 'strongly
encourages' its participants and attendees to do the same. Bluntly,
any show whose requirements fall lower isn't one that's worth risking
your health, or the lives of your friends and family to attend.
Then there are the digital shows. For me, PodUK led the way in 2020,
pivoting to an entirely streamed online convention that was globally
accessible, fun and content heavy. The Nebula Conference and
awards did the same, and WorldCon's forays into the digital have
forged into new structure and logistics territory.
But the best show in the field by some distance is FIYAHCON, as
their Hugo nomination can attest. Here's three reasons I'm really
excited for this year's show.
'Online, Everywhere.'
Just like the poster says, the brilliance of digital shows is that they
really are open to anyone. Now, before we start getting all
'information wants to be free' there's some stuff to unpack here. Not
everyone has access to reliable high speed broadband. And no
matter the price point, convention tickets are a barrier to entry for
many. (We'll get to FIYAHCON's solution for that in a moment). Like
all attempts to make something in the capitalist hellscape in which we
all live, online events are an imperfect process, doubly so when you
consider how remarkably new on the scene they are in genre fiction.
But even loaded with those caveats, FIYAHCON is still a show
designed with inclusion as a core tenet. Or to put it another way,
physical shows are a destination, a fixed point for a fixed (and
privileged to be able to attend) audience. Digital shows uncouple

participation from most of their physical or temporal barriers. And if
that isn't a scifi concept I don't know what is.
The Program
Part of the fun of a convention is perusing the program, and
pondering if there are any agonising clashes you'll have to navigate.
For me, there has also been an element of 'dodge the 101s' to
programming, seeing what way the 'So You Want To Start A Podcast'
panel has been rephrased this year.
FIYAHCON skips all that and goes right to the beating hard of genre's
pressing issues and concerns. I mean, look at this!
The Magic of Mess
Morally grey characters, anti-heroes, and just your generally messy
character seems to evoke a wide range of responses in today’s
media. Why do we love these characters? What about them makes
us bristle? Do either of these reactions say anything about the
individual consuming the material?
Speakers
Zoraida Córdova
Sarah Mughal
Kiki Nguyen
Craig Laurance Gidney
Circe Moskowitz
Vita Ayala
How great does that sound?! There's so much stuff here which is the
textbook definition of Fun And Educational. 'Drift Compatible:
Mechas and Gender', 'Southern Inhospitality', 'The Future of Food'
and 'Frail but Hard to Kill: Hope in a Time of Pandemic' aren't just

great titles they look like they're going to be great panels too,
crammed with information you didn't know you needed until you
discovered it, indexed and discoverable.
See also the time zones the show is happening across and BonFiyah,
their other mainstage event and how its timed to be open to be as
global as possible with content across time zones.
Sustainable Accessibility
There are two key selling points for digital shows. The first is 'Online,
everywhere' and the simple fact that if you've got a solid internet
connection and a ticket, you've got everything you need. The second
is where I get REALLY interested, which is the idea that digital shows
are transforming the idea of a convention from a one-off event
(almost by definition both exclusive and exclusionary) into a living
resource. If you aren't in the room where it happens, you can watch
what happened from the room you're in. By itself, this is subversive
and brilliant. The way FIYAHCON are doing it, it's revolutionary.
But there are new issues that come with a change in format,
especially one that involves recording and live audience participation
via chat rooms. To do it right, you need releases, policies, and a
gigantic pool of volunteers, tech support, and moderators. Tackling
those hurdles is time consuming and has nothing to do with the
content of the convention itself, making it easy to fall off the to do list.
FIYAHCON doesn't take that route, making sure that everyone's
safety, privacy, and right to participate is protected. Even when it
means removing a panelist last minute.
To borrow from Iori Kusano and Vida Cruz's statement about the
2021 name change from FIYAHCON Fringe to BonFiyah, doing the
unglamorous but necessary back-office work means as many people
have a seat by the fire as possible, and those that don't feel
comfortable there are respected. It's professional and engaged,
professional and even kind without being performative.

Events like this show not just how conventions evolve and survive,
but how culture evolves and survives. The future is being built right in
front of us, and one of the architects of that future convention space
is FIYAHCON. I'm so excited for this weekend, and I can't wait to see
what the team decides to design next.
FIYAHCON runs Friday, September 17th through Sunday, September
19th. The Ignyte Awards ceremony will be livestreamed Saturday, 18
September at 4pm Eastern time. If you've got a ticket, I hope to see
you around. And make sure to check out their shop.

Scaling Up: Buildings
Video Description: A camera pans across fictional buildings of ever
increasing size, starting with the shrunken lab from Ant-Man and the
Wasp and finishing with the Dome from The Truman Show

Debt is Only The Beginning

Editor's note: spoilers
Here's what you know about Joe: He manages Hollywood & Pine, the
artisanal rental store at the corner of your neighbourhood. He's wellread, polite and always cleaning the store. He knows pretty much
everything there is to know about modern Western cinema. He drinks

a little too much coffee. He's always working the night shift. And his
clerks, the weird little guy with the face and the tall woman with the
cornrows? They don't seem entirely happy in their jobs. Which, given
the little guy is always wearing a shirt saying HELLO MY NAME IS
CLERK, HOW MAY I ASSIST YOU? Seems...odd.
Here's what you don't know about Joe. Joe is a magic user. Joe can
invoke, evoke, bless and ward supernatural beings of every type.
One of the store's clerks is an angle. The other is ... the opposite. All
three of them are bound to the store by a curse placed on Joe's
family in the 1980s by a yuppie witchfinder who was just
DISGUSTED that they couldn't get him Miami Vice on VHS.
The curse was simple: You never close.
So they never do. Joe is tied to the building by the necessity of shift
work and the same wards that keep his supernatural clerks in check.
He frantically shops retro marts online for their latest stock, desperate
to keep the store solvent. Because Hollywood & Pine never closes,
Joe never leaves, and the rent is always due.
Joe's an NPC I created using Debt is
Beginning by Jacqueline Bryk. It took, maybe, 5 minutes.

only

the

You know this was in the back of my mind...
Originally designed for Avery Alder's 'Rentpunk' game jam, Debt is a
system notable for its completeness and brevity. In twelve pages Bryk
empowers players and GMs alike to tell the quiet, daily stories of
urban fantasy in ways I find the genre overlooks.
Here's the hook: you're a mage. You're broke. Instead of the ivory
towers or Sanctum Sanctorums (RIGHT HERE, Strange, Right
HERE) your profession has taught you to expect you get student
debt, crappy apartments and minimum wage day jobs. As Bryk says
in the intro, maybe you're an apprentice, maybe you just need a place
to crash while you finish school. Either way you sign on to rent and
you'd better make said rent because that sigil at the bottom of your
contract? Not a corporate logo.
With that simple, brilliant premise Bryk goes on to accomplish the
near-impossible, walking you through the system with clarity, brevity
and inspiration. 'How We Roll' details the full order of character
creation and play in half a page. There's a single mechanic: roll 1d10.

If it's under your stat, you made it. If you tie or over, you don't.
Play is designed to evolve each session. Rent is collected at the start
of each session . As the month plays out, you try and earn the next
month's payment. Oh also you're still learning magic.
It all boils down to Money, Matter and Magic, the three stats you use
to interact with and shape your world. If you need to buy supplies or
bribe someone, you roll Money. Pulling a late shift or carrying
something heavy? Matter. Telling your asshole angelic clerk that just
because he happens to have chosen Jack Black's face for his flesh
suit that does NOT mean he gets to work as a celebrity lookalike now
get BACK IN THE STORE ROOM AND ALPHABETISE THE PS2
GAMES!? Magic.
Three stats. One roll. The 'crunchy' section of this game really is the
platonic ideal of rules for me. Versatile enough to do anything, easy to
memorize, and you don't need a slide rule and a degree in difficult
sums to get through a fight scene. Brilliant!

Upcoming Netflix movie, No One Gets Out Alive, looks to share
thematic DNA with Debt is Just the Beginning. If you wanted a shared
origin campaign, something like this would be an excellent place to
start.
Video Description: A young woman takes a room in a guesthouse
and quickly discovers it's both intensely dangerous and riddled with
ghosts, some of which may be trying to warn her of danger...
From here, Debt again impresses with the simplicity of its character
design. Who Are You? Who Are They? Where Is Here? and How Do
You Do It? throw questions at you designed to help define your
character, your campaign and just what sort of magic you can do.
That last one is especially impressive, both providing a
comprehensive list of both positive and negative abilities and building
a ton of inspiration for characters into how they work. All while
maintaining that fine balance of simple but infinitely flexible rules.
The game is rounded off with a group of Story Seeds under the
title 'So No Shit, There I Was' (if I wasn't sold already, that section title
alone might do it). Bryk equips you with ways of weaving together the
concerns of your characters and the world they find themselves in,
and then rounds out with some variant rules possibilities. I was
especially pleased to see 'Cut/Brake', a player safety system
borrowed from Nordic Freeform LARP make an appearance. Saying
'Brake', allows anyone to communicate that they're okay but they'd
like to slow down as the game is getting close to things that make
them feel unsafe. 'Cut' meanwhile is 'Stop, I need a minute'. Both are
simple, effective means of ensuring the benevolent conspiracy of fun
concept stays at the heart of tabletop RPG experience.
Debt is Only The Beginning is quietly astonishing. It's a flexible,
streamlined tool, shot through with the fantastical but cut with the
realities of modern life to create something new and underserved. A
remarkable achievement from a remarkable designer.
Now if you'll excuse me, Joe's got a delivery at the store...

Debt is Only The Beginning is available now at Name Your Price. You
can find Bryk's other indie work here. Jason and I also had the
singular pleasure of working with them on After the War, and their
adventure 'Cry Uncle' is phenomenal.

Scaling Up: Spaceships
Video Description: A camera pans across fictional spaceships of ever
increasing size, starting with the Hocotate ship from Pikmin and
finishing with the Dyson Sphere from the Star Trek: The Next
Generation episode 'Relics' and the Ringworld from the novels of the
same name.

Scaling Up: Maps
Video Description: A camera pans across fictional world maps of ever
increasing size, starting with Assassins Creed: Unity and finishing
with No Man's Sky

Signal Boost

Art and Music
Lauren Fox has an open commission call for her excellent photo
montages.
II Neige is trying to song write their way through the Pokedex and
this may be the closest to holy work any of us get to see. Go
check out Rock That Pokemon.
Books
The amazing Barry Nugent makes his MG debut with Trail of the
Cursed Cobras, a cross between 'Grange Hill, The Monster
Squad & Indiana Jones' with a dash of Dark Season for good
measure. It looks FANTASTIC; pre-orders for the limited edition
hardback are open now.
Chris Farnell's Fermi's Progress series concludes next month
and the pre-orders are now open.
Andi Ewington and Rhianna Pratchett's excellent Campaigns &
Companions: The Complete Role-Playing Guide for Pets is out
now! Look for a review in an upcoming TFL.
AK Faulkner's Inheritance series asks the question 'What would
happen if you smooshed the X-Men and The Magicians
together?' The answer is: 'awesome books.'
Greg Stolze, one of the most consistently creative and prolific
voices in gaming and fiction, is crowdfunding new
project Ninki, the first in a planned trilogy about the destruction of
a city. I can't wait to see how they play out.
Comics
Marcmakescomics has some more excellent Spookids! for you
over at Patreon.

Jump Tales are here to let us know about their new shonen
comics magazine, crowdfunding for its first three issues now.
Martin Eden's supersoap comic, Zeros, has nine chapters for you
to read.
Events
The Clarke Award write with news of an event at Southbank
on 26th September. At 1pm Clarke Award winner Tade
Thompson, Harry Josephine Giles and Temi Oh will discuss the
world as seen through sci-fi, along with editor and publisher,
Ellah P Wakatama.
Quantum! Leopard! RETURNS! James Ross brings news of
the beloved comedy show's return on Saturday 2tth September
at the Horse & Stables near Lambeth. As James says, 'Tip top
comedy line-up, pay-what-you-like, no punching down, ALL
ACTS AND PUNTERS WILL BE DOUBLE-JAB VACCINATED.
Will be a lovely one!'
MerelyMatt is here to tell us about LIGHTS OUT, the stage show
spin-off of RPG podcast Merely Roleplayers. Brilliantly, they're
using 'the Tarot and the cast's determination' to decide who finds
hope before darkness falls. Grab 10% off tickets before 24/9 with
code EARLYBIRD
Games
Fellow St Kilda resident, horror MVP and all around thoroughly
excellent human Erika Sanderson sends word of new
psychological thriller game Chasing Static, releasing for PC in
October. I very much want to play this and will do so in daylight.
Where it can't get me.
Claudia Cangini (it's an unofficial After the War reunion week!)
brings news of The Malison Hotel, a queer dieselpunk dramady
game with a trans protagonist.
Hashtags and Shenanigans

This week the likes of Austin Trevor, the original screen Poirot
and the quietly revolutionary Candice Renoir walked the
#dailydetective beat.
And speaking of Brendon, he pointed me at this astonishing
piece of fiction by Azure_Husky. You will cry. I did, but in a good
way.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like
to see here get in touch.

Scaling Up: Planets
Video Description: A camera pans across fictional planes of ever
increasing size, starting with the Speck from Horton Hears A Who
and finishing with your friend and mine, the ''Relics'' Dyson Sphere
again.

Where You Can Find Us This Week

FIYAHCON
Catch Marguerite on Law in SFF, and Why It Matters Sunday at
15:30 EDT.
Or swing by the Escape Artists exhibitor booth!
Working Away
Audio drama update: casting and production and foley?! Foley?!
Foley!! Here Alasdair, fall down for this microphone please!
RPG work in progress!
Finalising a submission for an anthology Marguerite put in front
of me because she knew I couldn't resist but needed a nudge!
Special Guest
Marguerite was a guest on Sarah Gailey's Stone Soup this
week, alongside Sarah Hollowell. They were given a legal
question to answer and footnoted magnificence ensued
in Nepenthes Rea!
Twitch
The Sexy Space Idiots are back together! And behind the Big
Door! And ... SPACE DRAGONS?!
We continue with the delightful SCARLET HOLLOW Episode
2 where we met Professor Hottie the Librarian and his adorable
cat, Pixel!
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 774: Vanity, Vanity

Written by Dan Fields and narrated by Graeme Dunlop
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Chelsea
Davis

Signing Off / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! September is a marathon, not a sprint, so
please take some time for yourself to rest and recover when you can.
Go see a movie if you're able, hydrate, make something, read
something. Take time for you. God knows we all deserve it.
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can
find me, including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and
the Twitters, where this best of boys stole the show, and the ball, this
week. Follow us on Twitch to be notified when we go live.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!
Playing us out this week is Luca Stricagnoli with, well it's basically
magic on a guitar that appears to have been built the way Ripley
straps weapons together in Aliens. Oh! Luca has some other great
stuff on his YouTube channel.
It's also?

a Full Lid.
Video description: A just ridiculously good looking man with a close
cropped beard wearing a black t-shirt plays a cover of Eminem's 'The
Real Slim Shady' on a mutant instrument that appears to be two
acoustic guitars and an acoustic bass fused.

9th July 2021
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! The Hugo-nominated weekly
pop culture newsletter crammed full of the good stuff and coming to
you at 5pm BST on Fridays. Think of it as email but good!
Our interstitials this week are a meta-fictional memetic confection all
whipped up around the one tool that always, always fits Dominic
Toretto's hand; Fambly.
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Waiting for Natasha
or
How the Pandemic Turned the Black Widow into my White
Whale
by Margaret Dunlap

It is sometime in 2017, and I’m sitting in my friend Katie’s car. I think
we’re in Anaheim, but that’s not important.

The relevant context is that by 2017 we are nearly ten years deep
into the MCU and the franchise has yet to release a solo film without
a white male lead. Black Panther and Captain Marvel have both been
announced, and have already had their release dates pushed in favor
of Ant Man. A movie simultaneously a) charming and delightful and
b) Iron Man with a slightly different dude in a slightly different suit.
I enjoy Marvel movies a lot. I am also a woman who works in
Hollywood. I know how the sausage gets made, and I know
“sausage” is often the operative word in that expression.
My friend Katie, who is driving the car and who shares many of my
demographic and professional attributes, asks if I’ve heard Marvel is
developing a Black Widow movie.
“Katie,” I say, “I will believe Marvel is serious about a Black Widow
movie when I have purchased a ticket and am sitting in the theater.”
Somewhere in the bowels of the Time Variance Authority, a space
lizard laughs.

For the record, it’s not that I didn’t want a Black Widow movie. I’ve
been a Black Widow fan since her earliest appearances in the MCU,
which says something because it’s not as though those early
appearances provided much to hang a fandom on.
But that was part of what drew me to her. Romanoff moved through
Marvel Phase 1 as though appearing as a minor character in
someone else’s movie was her side gig. Unlike Pepper Pots and
Jane Foster — whose stories were fundamentally bound up in Tony
Stark’s and Thor’s — Widow was a free agent: a hyper-competent
cypher with her own agenda that she would get right back to as soon
as she was out of frame.
There have been hints about her dropped over the years—
the version of her past she gave to Loki in Avengers; the flashbacks
to the Red Room in Age of Ultron; a personal allegiance to Fury
alluded to in Iron Man 2, Captain America: The Winter
Soldier and that Captain Marvel after credits scene—but those
breadcrumbs were more speculation fodder than actual information,

notations at the unexplored edge of the MCU that warned: “here there
be monsters.”
Nothing is more tantalizing than a good secret. A place no one has
visited could contain any wonders or horrors. But as soon as an
explorer visits those margins and reports back, the map’s mysteries
evaporate. For better or worse—we know what’s there.
So yeah, I wanted a Black Widow movie, I just also dreaded it
because the only thing worse than no movie would be a terrible one.

It’s January 2020. I’m at a borrowed desk at a friend’s production
office, working on a pilot script. The possibility of a terrible Black
Widow movie seems very real.
I know I’ll see it opening weekend even if it’s so bad it drives critics to
gouge their eyes out, so I’m doing my best to ignore the news of
reshoots, and the way Scarlett Johansen has been putting her foot in
it with Leftist Twitter, leading to talk of a boycott.

Since a prequel film about a female character who is
canonically really fucking dead seems like a movie tailor-made for
casual male fans to skip, in my more cynical moments, I wonder if
Marvel somehow engineered all this to “prove” Captain Marvel was a
fluke and female-led superhero movies don’t make money after all.
And then I watch this trailer over an assistant’s shoulder.
“What do you think?” she asks.
I grit my teeth. “I think I have been trying not to get my hopes up
about this movie for a very long time, and this is not making it easier.”
A few minutes later, Katie texts: “Did you see it?!”
I text back: “I will believe this is a real movie when I am sitting in a
theater.”
Still, I mark the May 2020 premiere date on my calendar and wait for
tickets to go on sale.

Teaser Trailer
It is May 2020. I am at home, where I always am now. The phone
rings. It’s Katie. “You know,” she says, “your line about not believing
in a Black Widow movie until you were sitting in a theater was even
funnier than we knew.”
We laugh long and loud. What else can we do?
Los Angeles theaters have been closed since March due to Covid19. Black Widow’s release has been pushed to July, but I can’t
imagine much will have changed by then. California locked down
early, but death tolls climb, and it is painfully clear that at a national
level, no one is at the wheel. One close friend has already lost his
father to Covid, and I am terrified something will happen to my
parents while I am trapped half a continent away.
I have not been in a room with another human being since March
12th, and I prepare myself for this to continue for at least a year to
eighteen months.

It’s November 2020. Black Widow has been pushed to May 2021. I
am at home. Still alone. I am tired of my own cooking, trying not to
obsess over election results and spending a lot of time on video
conference calls. We might not have a Black Widow movie, but 2020
has some serious Natasha in Endgame energy going on.
I await the arrival of emails from a raccoon.

It’s December 2021. I am still at home. In my twice-weekly calls with
Katie, “I’ll believe this is an actual movie when I have bought a ticket
and am sitting in the theater,” is a running gag.

I have, however, discovered a weird silver lining to the film’s many
release dates. Every time Marvel sets a new one, they coordinate
merchandise to come out at the same time. The film gets pushed, but
the merch doesn’t. After years of Avengers toys, clothes, and stickers
that somehow always left Natasha out, the Internet is awash in a
golden age of Black Widow t-shirts, wallets, stickers, phone cases,
makeup bags, bookmarks, and a Little Golden Book for young
readers.
In my more cynical moments, I wonder if Marvel would engineer a
global pandemic to ensure the entire planet will race to see Black
Widow because they haven’t seen a Marvel film on the big
screen since June 2019.
In the meantime, I fill my wish list for my writing group’s annual (now
virtual) holiday party and gift exchange with Black Widow swag.
My Secret Santa ignores our group’s $40 limit and ruthlessly buys the
entire list. In thanks, I send him a delighted selfie of me amid the pile.
(The Little Golden Book is as adorable in execution as it is bizarre in
concept.)

It’s March 2021. I am still at home. I wear my Black Widow: “I Don’t
Need Powers to be Super” T-shirt to as many Zoom meetings as I
think I can get away with.
When not emailing raccoons, I follow the news, tracking U.S. Covid
vaccine distribution. After a glacial pace at the end of 2020 and early
2021, things are picking up.
Here again, I work to manage my expectations. Even as my parents
and friends in other parts of the country get vaccinated and begin to
return to more “normal” lives, I remind myself that I am a reasonably
young and healthy resident of the most populous county in the United
States who can work from home indefinitely. It does not seem far-

fetched that I might need to wait until late summer, or even fall, to join
them.
I am confident I could manage the wait, except that Black Widow’s
May 2021 release date is two months away… and appears to be
holding.
I don’t even try to tell myself this does not matter.
Instead, I pick up the phone: “Katie, I know I’ve been denying I
believe this movie exists for years, but if Black Widow comes and
goes from theaters before I can safely go see it, it is going to break
something in me.”
“Margaret,” she says, “we will not let that happen.” She outlines plans
for isolation, Covid-tests, and a road-trip to find a screening at a
drive-in theater, even if we have to go to Arizona.
A few weeks later, Katie confirms Black Widow will screen at a drivein theater an hour and a half away. No interstate transit required.
A few weeks after that, the film’s release pushes to July 9, 2021.
Instead of a drive-in, Katie and I road-trip to a mass vaccination site
in Bakersfield, so I can get my vaccine.

It’s June 11, 2021, and although I’ve been fully vaccinated for a
month, my routine hasn’t changed much. I wake up at home. I do
morning pages. I check email on my phone before I get up to join my
virtual co-working group.
This morning, the raccoons have sent a notification from AMC
Theaters. I read it twice, then call Katie to make sure. “Are we
halfway to ‘bought a ticket and sitting in the theater?’” I ask.
“I got tickets for the earliest show on the biggest screen I could. It felt
like the right call.”
I assure her it was.

As I write this on July 7, 2021, it is less than forty-eight hours
until Black Widow the film will no longer be a mystery at the edges of
my personal map. I have theories and hopes, but soon—for better or
worse—I’ll have answers.
To distract myself from the end of anticipation, I have recently turned
to other maps. I’m planning a road trip. If all goes well, this summer,
for the first time in more than a year, I will sleep in a bed that is not
my own; see my family without a video screen between us; hug my
parents and learn how we all have changed.
I do not anticipate gunplay will be a major part of our reunion.

When this essay lands in your inbox, it will have been approximately
fifteen hours since the previews ended, the lights went down, and a
montage of comics pages heralded the arrival of the Marvel logo on
an IMAX screen.
It’s been a long road back to the theater for Natasha and for me. I
have hope it will have been worth the wait.
Editor's note: Margaret texted us a selfie from the cinema that
read 'Bought a ticket and am sitting in the theater!'

Margaret Dunlap is a Los Angeles-based writer of television,
animation, new media, and fiction. Her credits include Dark Crystal:
Age of Resistance, Black Panther’s Quest, and Marvel’s Black

Widow: Bad Blood for Realm Media.
Find her on the web at www.margaretdunlap.com, https://kofi.com/spyscribe, or on Twitter as @spyscribe, where she chronicles
the Duolingo Hebrew Dystopia.

Problem Solving with Dominic Toretto: Fambly

Fast 9

Editor's note: Spoilers for Fast 9 and plot beats of pretty much
the entire franchise. There are numerous franchise drinking
games, which you'll see referenced.
Also: I recommend you not be drinking anything while reading
this. Ask my newly-cleaned monitor how I know.
Let me explain. No, there is too much. Let me sum up:
Dominic Toretto (Vin Diesel) is a reformed street-racer and road pirate
(YES). Over the course of eight movies he graduates from petty
larceny to world-saving action hero, along with a constantly growing
and diverse crew whose superpowers are CAR! and FAMILY!
(DRINK!!) They include:
Brian (the late, much missed Paul Walker), the cop initially set to
take down Toretto before being adopted into Dom's family
(DRINK!!).
Letty (Michelle Rodriguez), Dom's girlfriend and eventual wife,
who used to be dead / have amnesia but is better now.
Tej (Ludacris), mechanic / hacker / engineer / scientist / human
swiss army knife.
Mia (Jordana Brewster), Dom's sister; Brian's partner and mother
of his son.
Luke Hobbs (Dwayne Johnson), DSS Agent turned manhunter
turned Samoan Thor turned world's most bicepular spy
Han Lue/ Seoul-Oh (YES JUST RUN WITH IT, Sung Kang),
super cool driver and ideas man. Always eating, never slows
down, dead for a while, also gets better.
Deckard Shaw (Jason Statham), murderer of the occasionallydead-but-better-now Han, former SAS operative, secret
marshmallow.
Ramsey (Nathalie Emmanuel), introduced in 7 as essentially a
plot device with vocal chords and rapidly carving a fun niche for
herself as the smartest person in the room.
Roman (Tyrese Gibson). Honks when in danger. Frequently
present.

Together they have:
killed countless corrupt Brazilian police officers by punching them
in the face with a safe at 80mph;
defeated a brutal network of tunnel racing drug dealers
been recruited as off-the-books spies by Kurt Russell's
ridiculously fun and NOT AT ALL NICK FURY Mr Nobody;
gone to war in London and LA with Shaw and his brother; and
spinkicked a nuclear submarine into oblivion while defeating
Charlie Theron's effortlessly chilling hacker/cyber-terrorist,
Cipher.
These movies? Are a LOT. And have evolved as their genre has from
small-scale Point Break with cars to, well, this:

FAMBLY! (DRINK!)
That minefield sequence is in the opening half hour.

THE OPENING HALF HOUR.
It's the sequence they throw at you while you're still eating your
popcorn. It's the cold open. WITH MINES. AND EXPLODING
TYRESE GIBSON.
So, Fast 9 has two jobs: entertain the living bejesus out of you, and
draw together eight (nine if you count Hobbs and Shaw -- juries out
on if they do) movies worth of plot as a booster stage to throw
western action cinema into a higher orbit. It does so: admirably,
repeatedly, and literally thanks to that minefield sequence, an
extended, cleverly-nested series of flashbacks, and a back half hour
that is by some distance the most ridiculous these movies have ever
been.
And let's not forget --

IT'S JOHN CENA! WITH A STEEL CHAIR! AND A SCRIPT!
SIXTEEN time WWE champion John Cena. Equal parts Supermanesque doof and semi-pro China apologizer, Cena plays Dom's lost
brother Jakob.

YES THEY WENT THERE. IT'S ACTUAL EVIL BROTHER MOVIE.
I'm only surprised he isn't named Hans!
Anyway, the Doctor of Thuganomics plays Jakob Toretto, Dom's little
brother who he blames for their father's death and exile from LA.
Jakob becomes a precision driver, spy and thief (like you do), and
aided by trust fund / Eastern European Dictator baby Otto (Thue
Ersted Rasmussen), Jakob sets out to steal Project ARIES, a binary
superhacking tool that allows it's owner to control any computer on
Earth.
Their plan is ...well... they never really get to that part. But they
definitely steal Aries and launch a satellite to hack everything on
Earth and then... stuff... happens.
The movie is so full of action and background that it doesn't actually
get around to explain Jakob's plan or mission or endgame. Which
shouldn't work, but you're too busy enjoying all the loose ends of the
prior movies being knitted together to notice.
Cena's unusually good, balancing Jakob as SCOWLING SPY MAN
and oversized kid and the lack of resolution on his plot actually ties
into the thing these movies love almost as much as Family (Drink!):
redemption arcs. It's John Cena! We know he's not evil, he's just
misunderstood! We know he's going to make the last minute save
and when he does it is exactly as badass as you want it to be. As well
as setting up Jakob as a wild card in the two movie finale that begins
shooting next year, obviously.

While the Cena (clearly taller than Vin, carefully shot so that isn't
apparent) stuff is big fun, the movie racks up many more points with
fans and newcomers alike elsewhere.
Firstly, after publicly voicing her fatigue at getting to watch her man
explode things and not much else, Michelle Rodriguez's Lettie has An
Time here. She gets a motorbike, she gets her own car and her own
plot with Mia, she even gets to spinkick a police car into oblivion
using her own car AND solve the ridiculous Case of The Immense
Truck They Must Break Into In The Final Scene.
She also gets to save Dom, The Colossal Lump of Unresolved Daddy
Issues from an extended near-death trip through his relationship with
his brother which may the most self indulgent thing Diesel has ever
produced. And for that, from all of us, thank Lettie.
But it's Helen Mirren and Charlize Theron's near-cameos that
absolutely steal the movie. Theron spends most of her time in a clear
plastic box Jakob and Otto got cheap from MI6, casually sowing the
seeds of the next two movies. Mirren takes Dom on an utterly
charming get away drive / car chase / flirt through London and
helpfully provides the next bit of plot. They're both clearly having the
time of their lives.

It sounds like I'm not a fan, doesn't it? Well I am, but only certain
parts. Much like Jakob's armoured truck at the centre of the third act,
the Fast movies are so big that they can't be brought down with either
conventional weaponry or Insane Clown Posse-style magnets. Do
some bits not work? HELL YES! Han having sent his adoptive
daughter to Ninja Trope School; Dom's INCREDIBLY self-indulgent
near death experience flashback; the fact the female characters
remain massively under-utilised; nearly every time Roman speaks
(only his 'are we immortal?!' sequence has any value). The movie
absolutely has problems.
It also has this:

Drink!
This is a franchise that drives its heart on its sleeve through your face
at 200mph, dodging a nuclear submarine. They're like a gigantic dog:
huge, silly, and with a lot of feelings and not for a second apologetic
about it.
Fast Five's best jokes were all about how suddenly they're

international criminals. Fast 8's best sequence involves Jason
Statham and a baby. Furious 7 (focus on the numbers they're the
only thing that makes sense) has a heart-shattering, poetic final
scene which salutes Paul Walker, who died during filming. And 9 is
just as emotionally charged -- I DARE you not to punch the air when
John Cena says 'I CAN' -- and is at its best when it's honest. Lettie
rescuing Dom is a particular standout, as is Dom's entirely silent,
completely overcome reunion with Han. Even the ending, where
Brian's car pulls up to the traditional victory barbecue drips
sweetness.
These films, these characters are to misquote Bowie, quite aware of
what they're going through. They just want you to go through it with
them. At two hundred miles an hour. While magnet -punching an
armoured truck. And honestly, who wouldn't want that?
Fast & Furious 9 is in cinemas now. If you're able and feel
comfortable doing so, it's worth the big screen experience.
Furious 1-8 and spinoff Hobbs and Shaw are available to stream and
physically pretty much everywhere. If you haven't seen them, treat
yourself. Oh and do check this excellent Radio Times piece about
their torturous chronology when you do.
If the next one isn't named Fast: Ten Your Seatbelts I will be SO
disappointed.

Problem Solving with Dominic Toretto: FAMBLY

Clark and Martin

The passing of Richard Donner this week sadly brought to a close a
career filled with epochal movies that changed the face of western
popular cinema.
That sounds like hyperbole doesn't it? In most cases it would be, but
Donner defined the modern horror movie, provided the blueprint for
the modern superhero movie, and directed one of the central
franchises of '80s and '90s action cinema. And that's even before we
get into work like The Goonies.
The movies he directed weren't always great (COUGH Lethal
Weapon 4 COUGH) but they were well directed and filled with the
quiet, elegant art of visual storytelling. Donner was a song and dance
man with a camera instead of top hat and tails. Paired with

cinematographer Jeremy Unsworth, Donner gave the Daily Planet a
tired, cramped, over-caffeinated His Girl Friday feel I always loved.
But what I really find myself thinking about is Clark Kent and Martin
Riggs. Donner's career was so long and storied, it actually spans the
first act of the evolution of the modern male protagonist.
Let's start with my dude:

Clark Kent. Pure of heart and dumb of ass. Superman's alter-ego, or
perhaps the suit Superman sometimes wears, Clark Kent is one of
the most misunderstood elements of the character. If Batman is
Bruce Wayne's armour then Clark Kent is Kal-El's heart, worn on his
sleeve, clear eyed and all too aware of what he can, and must, never
do.
Donner, along with scriptwriters, Mario Puzo (you come to me on this,
the day of my planet's destruction?), Robert Benton, David
Newman and Leslie Newman, crafted a character who is decent to
the core without being out of date. Clark, embodied by Christopher
Reeve especially, is a fundamentally Good Man and he uses the fact
Good is often mistaken for Stupid or Old Fashioned as just another
level of disguise. He's clever, wry, gentle and fundamentally grounded
which given the whole 'you'll believe a man can fly'
campaign surrounding the movie is all the more impressive. He's also

the clear foundation stone for the MCU Steve Rogers and Reeve and
Chris Evans both have that 'I'm terrified. I'm going anyway.' energy
absolutely down.

Twenty five seconds of acting perfection.
So that's Clark, bowed by angst and duty and decent to the core.
Now let's meet the other fella:

Martin Riggs, of the Chicago Riggses. Yes this is the TV incarnation,
played brilliantly by Clayne Crawford. He's here for two reasons.
Firstly because the two versions of Riggs are very different and
secondly? Tough on Mel Gibson, tough on the causes of Mel Gibson.
Riggs, under Donner and written by often brilliant, sometimes awful,
occasional Predator victim Shane Black is the poster child for what I
call the MY DEAD WIIIIIIIFE! school of characterization. It's pretty self
explanatory but this is basically male characterization and emotional
exploration built on the dead bodies of female-shaped exposition
speakers. It's a LOUSY idea and it's bloody everywhere. Both
versions of Riggs are built on this concept and far, far too often it's
either performative or an excuse for shitty behaviour.
But not always. This is the one Gibson moment. from Lethal Weapon
2 I give house room to. You'll see why.

The one moment
There's a lot here that doesn't work, or hasn't aged well, starting with
the casual sexism ('She wasn't much of a housekeeper') and
Gibson's wandering accent for two.
But the core of the scene is emotionally honest, even sweet. This is
Riggs looking sideways at the worst thing that ever happened to him,
clearly wanting to back down and not doing so. He's edging out into
the light and it's especially significant he isn't doing this with Rog.
This isn't a MANPAIN! moment, it's just a moment of pain, shared
with his found family as he cooks and they parcel out his meds. No
one's okay. Everyone's okay enough. That's a powerful, needed
message, even given who's delivering it.

This is part Donner's legacy: drawing these performances out of
these men. Without Reeves' gentle but steely Clark Kent, Tom
Welling, Henry Cavill and Tyler Hoechlin would have had nothing to
build on. Without Gibson's smirking, reluctant, relentlessly pained
Riggs, Clayne Crawford wouldn't have been able to take the
character further in the short lived and vastly troubled TV version
from a few years ago. That trouble -- at best a monumental clash of
egos and at worse a toxic working environment generated by the men
at its head -- is impossible not to look at in comparison to Gibson's
appalling behaviour. There's a narrative where, like the Joker, the
character is too troubled, too broken to not bring that trouble to the
stories surrounding them. It's a narrative that has to be acknowledged
in order to understand the good Donner helped bring about by
bringing these characters to the screen. This is a process not a binary
and we learn about how far we've progressed by examining the
different takes on these characters and, crucially, their commonalities.
Riggs is at his best when he's at his most open; witness Gibson in the
clip above and look at Crawford here. Likewise Clark, and the best

elements of the (also troubled) Lois & Clark show explore surprisingly
similar ground to Riggs' arc. Both men have tremendous skill and
responsibility. Both have families found and real. Both have losses
that define them. Both are at their best when they keep working, keep
improving, keep struggling to do the right thing. Neither are perfect
and both of them are all the more relatable for that. Without Donner,
none of these journeys would have seen the screen, let alone
become cornerstones for future remarkable performances.
Rest well, sir. May your memory be a blessing.
A wide variety of Donner's work is available to stream or buy,
including Donner's re-cut of Superman II and all four Lethal Weapon
movies. The TV version is also available pretty readily. However, if
you want a weird moment of surprisingly fun synergy, check
out Timeline, Donner's adaptation of the Michael Crichton novel
starring the Fast saga's Paul Walker and tiny babies Gerard
Butler and Michael Sheen Bless.
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Signal Boost
Awards
Fellow Clarke judge and good friend Stew Hotston has done
amazing work deep-diving into the diversity of this year's
nominees and the work the industry still has to do.
Books
The incredible Dread Singles has a book, Hot Singles In Your
Area, coming out through Unbound that looks amazing.
Christa Mactire has just launched a Patreon to help fund
the Back to the Eleventh Hour blog and book series.
Space Cowboy Books has just released the second volume of
their excellent series, Simultaneous Times.
Thomas Luka's new thriller, Friend of the Devil, throws former
elements of the KGB into the sunlit noir of Miami.
Ricardo
Victoria
always
does
great
work
and
his publisher currently has three of his books on sale.
Queen of Swords is one of my favourite companies and
Catherine Lundoff, their publisher, is serializing a new story on
their Patreon. Check it out and help out one of the best
companies working at the moment.
Chaz Brenchley's Crater School is about to start term! British
Girls' Boarding School Stories, on Mars and on Patreon.
The
fantastic
Jolantru
is
on
semi-hiatus
but
their xianxia serial, Twelve Paths to Glory, is ongoing and well
worth your time.
Comics
The always excellent Steve Morris on the things done to Monica
Rambeau and the efforts made to save the character.
Michael Norwitz brings us details of the latest issue of
Possession, the comic he produces with Mary Ann
Vaupel and Enrico Carnevale. The story of a pair of reluctant

heroes granted powers by Greek gods in an urban fantasy
setting. Check out the latest issue this Monday
Hyper Epics are officially one of my new favourite things. Three
page short comic stories with their own SCORE!
Crowdfunding
Alfie Gallagher is the artist on EarthWorks, a rural horror comic
written by @martinhayes which starts crowdfunding on Monday.
The amazing John Reppion and Mark Penman are funding a
comic adaptation of Gawain and The Green Knight on
their Patreon.
Gaming
Smolghost has just released Dwelling, a new solo RPG that
leads players through a haunted house.
AF Linley is writing odd fiction and researching odd nonfiction
over on Patreon.
The brilliant Danie Ware brings news of Handiwork Games' most
exciting project to date; a second edition (And a gorgeous one)
of cult classic cyberpunk RPG A/State.
Hashtags and Shenanigans
Allow my dear friend Chris Brosnahan to introduce you to
the best plotline in modern professional wrestling.
It's been a terrifying news week. Doctor Emma Kavanaugh is
here to help.
Shaun Duke is here to help Twitter suck less. I've used a couple
of these and they really help.
Along similar lines, K. Tempest Bradford is offering a Social
Media Strategies for Authors seminar that looks great and a
bargain at $40 (scholarships available).
Podcasting
The fantastic Monstrous Agonies have just reached the end of
their first season. Here's the first part of the Q&A they're doing.

vpeanuts recommends Bay Tales, dedicated to raising the
profile of the best books on the market.
Kane and Feels: Day Trippers is a psychedelic urban fantasy
audio drama halfway through its second season.
Notes from the Field Desk is an audio drama about 'an
anthropology PhD who is in way over his head! In the most
recent episode he gets lost in an Oregon forest. Each week the
show visits a famous anthropology field site!'. Doesn't that sound
GREAT?
The Hades Project is a new queer SF podcast by queer creators
set in space and I am So There. https://twitter.com/christawolf94
The splendid sounding Gather The Suspects is a cosy murder
mystery set in Wales during 'a very boring apocalypse' and those
are the best kind.
Paladin Kite brings news of Catharsis, a short series audio
podcast.
Stacey's Pop Culture Parlour is currently on a well-earned rest
break but before it comes back make sure you check out 200
episodes of pop culture chat.
RJ Bayley runs Bayley's Bookshelf. He's currently reading War of
the Worlds and it's GREAT.
The brilliant Rebecca Markwick over at Shelf Healing talks
to Ram V about their comics career.
Newsletters, YouTube and Twitch
The mighty John Adamus answers 12 questions on Twitch every
week, all from writers who want to write better. John can HELP,
so go chat to him.
CherryDrop brings details of their all-BIMPOC actual play, Hard
Wired Island, featuring a cyberpunk world using the system. It
goes live at 5:30pm pst/8:30 pm est on their channel, All Nerds
Here.
Simon
Mendonca
runs
The
Stellar
Brief,
an
SF/Fantasy newsletter featuring a review or article, and the
weeks trailers as well as what’s coming to UK streaming for the
following week.
Kendall Reviews is doing fantastic reviewing horror fiction.

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like
to see here get in touch
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Where You Can Find Us This Week

Off Deadline
Exciting meetings about audio things! And also getting ready to
go return both to deadlines and edits. The two week
self/Marguerite imposed break has been just the right length.
Twitch
More plot! Alien drugs! WE GET AN AIR FRIEND! It all went
down on Haven this week!
We had a fantastic chat with Jen Williams' on Wednesday,
covering her crime debut DOG ROSE DIRT, her award-winning
fantasy, and, of course, Mass Effect.
Guest Appearance
Marguerite's first episode of Aurora Everlasting is available!

Signing Off / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! It's been an intense couple of weeks so
make sure you're looking after yourself. Hydrated, moisturised, lanestaying, flourishing, etc.
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can
find me, including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the
goddamn Twitters. On Twitch we're running a summer interview
series. Last week was Jen Williams and her crime debut, next week
it's a turn into audio drama land with Matty OK Smith of Neighbourly.
It's going to be GREAT.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar. There are rumors a certain
favorite white hat hacker has been busy. I intend to ... Leverage this
in the near future. And thank you!
Playing us out this week is Jon Batiste with 'I Need You' which is an
absolute joy. After a week with Bo Burnham's brilliant, dark comedy
on loop in my head this is absolute sunshine with a lovely final gag.
Know what else it is?

a Full Lid.

25th June 2021
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! It's the 300th of June and the
end of the month is finally upon us!
This month has been A Lot but The Full Lid, like the favoured
porridge of food writer and pro housebreaker Goldilocks, is just right.
Every week, at 5 p.m. TFL is your chunk of pop culture enthusiasm,
career notes, reviews and anything else that I've enjoyed this week.
Think of it as email, but good!
This week's interstitials are Caribbean SF authors and resources for
those new to their work.
Now, contents!
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All Tomorrow's Parties

Editor's note: Not sure if we've used this title before, but as
Jason Sanford's excellent Genre Grapevine piece mentioned, it's
sadly evergreen. Content warning for discussions of trauma.
This being a week in the middle of a year in linear time, there was
Worldcon / Hugo controversy. As is always the case, everyone’s got
different perspectives on it but I’d especially recommend Jason
Sanford’s primer if you want to get up to speed with a minimum of
digging.
The TL;DR version is 'second verse, same as the first'. The same
conversations about inclusion and the relationship between the Hugo
awards, the finalists and WorldCon that have happened for the last
few years are happening again.
Or as Kurt Russell puts it, no one trusts anyone now, and we are all
very tired.
I'm not here to rehash old ground. I want instead to talk about a
perspective shift that hit for me this week. It's helped me, and I hope it
might help others struggling to make sense of the perennial
quagmire.
Editor's note: That's not hyperbole. First time finalists like
myself are warned. But that's a whole 'nother blog post.

It started in these Twitter threads (thanks to everyone who chatted to
me there) and was crystallized by this:

For some context, and also because it’s still pretty great after all
these years, here’s Special Hugo correspondent, Sir Kenneth
Branagh:

Shakespeare's Henry V: Act IV, scene iii
The point Mike Glyer (or whoever is flying the File 770 Twitter account
-- hello!) makes has some nuance to it. It references

this (MAGNIFICENTLY TITLED) series of blog posts by Camestros
Felapton about the Sad Puppy incidents that led up to the ‘No Award’
Hugos of 2015.
It's about the fierce, slightly panicked, bloody toothed joy of being in
the moment. Of actually being IN the room where it happens instead
of reading about it after. 2015’s Hugo Awards really were a best of
times / worst of times situation (ALL the classical references!) and it’s
no surprise that six years later those events continue to exert such a
specific gravity.
Or to put it another way: today's events benefit from being
viewed through the lens of more than half a decade of trauma.
Because make no mistake, this is traumatic. There was a real sense
of 2015 being a near miss with something truly dreadful. Of the bullet
whistling as it went past.
Which means we're dealing not with single issues - not even repeated
single issues. We're dealing with cascade failure, as multiple events
and their reactions cause other reactions that produce frenzied thinkpieces and answers being asserted to questions never raised. The
very concept of change becomes itself a perceived threat.
Learned trauma responses are immensely useful in the short term. In
the mid-term, they're fortifications that trap you as much as protect
you, a lesson I've learned personally and viscerally more than once
through therapy and experience.

It's not a perfect metaphor, but...
I’m trying to be as transparent as possible here with my perspective
and privilege so, upfront, my information largely comes from the last
three years. I’ve been a Hugo finalist in each of those time periods
and in each one I’ve seen and experienced one scenario again and
again: finalists having to advocate for their place at the table. That
can mean your name being read at all (let alone correctly),
attendance at official events or anything else. The fan categories face
this disproportionately, alternating between neglected or overhandled.
Likewise, 2018 saw Mary Robinette Kowal and a team of
volunteers parachuted in to rebuild convention programming on a
brutal time limit, in part because of the lack of representation of
finalists. This is, to quote Leo McGarry, a hole we’ve been down

before, and while we know the way out, getting there has a cost.
A lot of the Hugo finalists I know are exhausted, hurt and annoyed.
They question why they should particulate. Because remember:
Worldcon offers zero comps to finalists. They're expected to pay full
price to attend and further volunteer their time as programming
participants.
What none of them are is surprised. Because this is the learned
trauma of being a Hugo finalist in the last six years: you will be let
down. There will be an issue. Fiyahcon has perhaps take the most
pragmatic and heart-breaking response to date: they planned on
having to completely do for themselves from the start.

Alexander cuts the Gordian Knot
Berthelemy, 1767

How do we stop being here? There’s a lot of discussion about ways
forward for the ceremony and for the awards. Marguerite says it
reminds her of the US electoral college conversation that happens
every four years in a predictable cycle of rage, discourse, and
inaction. It would be so easy to get dragged into that.
I don’t want to, for two reasons: I’m not qualified to look at the
logistical side of it in any manner other than that of an enthusiastic
amateur, and because other people are already knee deep in that,
doing what they can.
Instead I want to focus on the idea of shared trauma, because that’s
exactly what this is. Not only Worldcon but... the world. Last year was
a global horror show. In many ways this year is only better because
we’ve decided it has to be. And that's only in predominantly rich,
white, western countries.
We’re once again all very tired, and unsure who to trust.
But we're also a community. Another imperfect metaphor, I know. And
I know it's not that simple. Trust me. There are days I actively rail
against it. But at the heart of a community is the concept that we all
help each other. And on its best days, we do. Not a single person I've
talked to in genre recently doesn't have a baseline willingness to
engage. We need and deserve more best days. Maybe being open
and honest about our responses in this space, and making more
space for the responses of others, is a way to help that happen.
I know there are people terrified Worldcon and the Hugos are dying. I
also know that you don't save something by clinging onto it so tightly
it breaks.
Editor's note: As this issue was being scheduled, DisCon III
announced that Bill Lawhorn, the convention chair, has resigned.

Carribbean Genre Fiction Authors: RSA Garcia
A Trinidadean SF author whose work I was first introduced to a few
years ago, Garcia is inventive, witty and endlessly versatile. I'd
especially recommend Lex Talionis up there, but do also check
out The Sun from Both Sides at Escape Pod and her appearance
at CoNZealand Fringe.

Songbird

Editor's note: Spoilers. Content warning: this movie is about the
COVID-19 pandemic.

We don't get to choose what makes history and, for better or worse,
this Michael Bay produced, briefly unsafe to work on, movie is very
much a piece of history. It's the first piece of cinematic spec-fic to deal
with the COVID-19 outbreak and does so in a manner that would
make it's producer proud: with an abject lack of subtext and
surprisingly frequent motorcycles.
Directed by Adam Mason from a script by Mason and Simon
Boyes, Songbird is set in 2024. The pandemic has gone on for four
years, COVID-19 has become COVID-23 and vast amounts of the US
population are held in Quarantine Zones or 'Q-Zones' where the
infected are essentially left to die. For everyone else, life is a matter
of staying indoors, risking masks, avoiding the 'Sanitation
Department' stormtroopers led by Peter Stormare's Emmett Harland
(more "nicotine stained gregarious psychopath" than "tar-soaked
demon king" here) or getting deliveries from immune couriers who
leave deliveries in UV-light scrubbed airlocks.
So, quick recap, that's:
COVID-24. Which is like COVID-19 but WAY COVID-ier.
Q-Zones. Q-Zones. Q-ZONES!
The Sanitation Department
Immunity being commonplace and measurable
As opposed to: COVID-19 and variants
Playing Who's In A Mask Not On Their Chin roulette
An increasingly harried and desperate health care service, who
in this country have been told their next boss wants to throw out
the "foreigners" who've just saved countless lives.
People who think masks, science and the virus are all a
government conspiracy thought out by the Pentaverate.
Editor's note: *sigh* I know. He's not letting it go.

So what I'm saying is Songbird isn't batting a thousand on
worldbuilding.
At the early stage, Songbird feels like a script written (or more likely
adapted) early in a global panic so the author didn't have to be
frightened of the air or the outside world for a few hours and honestly,
I'm down with that. How said script made it to production is a whole
'nother hour, as we say on Twitch. But let's push on.
The characters are where the movie makes some progress. Our
heroic and perma-grimy lead is Nico, played by K.J. Apa. A 'munie'
courier, Nico is a diesel stained Peter Pan, charming and clearly at
home in his quiet world. He's patently in love with Sara (Sofia
Carson), an artist who cares for her grandmother. Nico is immune.
Sara isn't. So their world is Facetime and trying to feel the body heat
of the person on the other side of the door. The intimacy of
communication parried by the distance of necessity is going to hit
hard for anyone who's ever been in a long distance relationship, let
alone a lockdown. Apa and Carson are charming, naturalistic leads
and you care about them almost instantly.
Likewise the movie's unofficial secondary couple, singer and actress
May (Alexandra Daddario who is surely having the most interesting
career of any actress in her generation) and Dozer (Paul Walter
Hauser), a wheelchair using drone pilot who Nico's boss Lester (Craig
Robinson y'all! Unbothered. Moisturized. Happy. In his lane.
Focused. Flourishing.) uses to keep tabs on his best guy.
Daddario's great, bringing her best game whether the assignment
is San Andreas or Why Women Kill. Robinson shows his natural
sweetness, presumably because no one thought hiring James Franco
was a good idea, thank the Maker.
And then there's Hauser. I LOVE Hauser's work. Here's one of his
best moments:

Isn't he great?! Interesting how he's not a wheelchair user here, huh?
Yeah.
I love Hauser's work but his casting as Dozer is FIERCELY lazy. Was
every wheelchair-using actor in LA busy? Were any of them even
seen? It is just possible, I'll grant you, Hauser needs the use of one
from time to time and that didn't come up in my research but unless
that's the case, this is a horrible call to make. I know right now a lot of
you are thinking this is small stuff but representation matters and it
especially matters in movies like this and a plot like Dozer's. He's kind
and shy and dealt with his PTSD by going into lockdown years before
the outbreak. It's a great character and his budding romance with
May is the movie's backup heart. It shouldn't be based on dishonesty
and yet here we are.
May is the connective tissue that holds the movie together, and it's
brilliant. Her career torpedoed by COVID-19, she's "reduced" to
singing on YouTube and at one point unites the cast as they stop and
listen. It's a moment of grace in a world made unfairly quiet, and one
of the film's high water marks.

The final plot features married couple and really high class smugglers
Piper Griffin and William Griffin played by Demi Moore and Bradley
Whitford.
Stop. Read that sentence again. Demi Moore and Bradley
Whitford as married smugglers.
That's right, dystopian Santa Claus is back everyone! And trapped in
a predictable plot which involves him sexually abusing May (while
wearing one of the movie's few masks and she's wearing a splash
guard) and stringing her along about her career. Whitford is physically
incapable of turning in bad work, helping the movie perhaps more
than it's deserved. Moore is fantastic: quiet, wounded, furious. She
and Apa have a pair of great scenes that hold the third act together
and I really hope she's got the bug again because I have missed her
work.
So we've got heart of gold courier, doomed(ish) girlfriend,
white!collar!crime! and some friendly outcasts. That's a party, right?!
Yes but it wouldn't be a Bay production without some ridiculous
supporting
characters
now
would
it?
Enter
Griffin's
immunocompromised daughter (Lia McHugh) and Lita, Sara'a
grandmother (Elpidia Carrillo). The former is largely forgotten, the
latter contracts COVID-23 and becomes a rapidly fading inciting
incident. Oh, there's also Big Pete but he's going to be the only thing
you see whenever he's on screen, and often not in a good way.
This is what kills me about Songbird: it's a character piece that wants
to be an action movie and doesn't have the budget or
resources. Stormare always looks like he's just shared a drink with
John Wick while Moore and Whitford's mid-apocalyptic Crash-alike
plot varies between so dialled back it's barely there and Brad wearing
his sex overalls to pop over the wall. Worse, the movie's big elements
go so big, and rarely go home, that Apa and Carson get lost in the
churn. It's such a shame too because at the heart of Songbird is the
core of every lockdown story that works:

People. Dreadful, brilliant, frightened, terrified untidy people. All
trapped in the same boxes, all alone together. The brilliant Locked
Down springs to mine, as does Staged. It's powerful material that
doesn't benefit from Archie punching Peter Stormare to death, or
Josh Lyman: Outbreak Sex Criminal versus a weaponized drone to
get over the top. Songbird was so concerned with being first it was
released before we all learned what we needed from pandemic
movies.
So should you see it? As a movie, no. There are better stories out
there about the outbreak although few yet with as science fictional a
premise. As a cultural artefact and a snapshot of a moment in time?
Absolutely. Songbird is untidy, panicky, mildly desperate. It's 2020 in
85 minutes with added drones, bikes and punching.
Songbird is streaming now. And Peter Stormare knows you aren't
watching it yet.

Fall

Warren Ellis is returning to comics.
He's finishing Fell -- a series he last remembered he was supposed to
be writing thirteen years ago -- for Image Comics with artist Ben
Templesmith. Templesmith made the announcement on his
Instagram.
This is the response from So Many of Us, the group of Ellis' victims
who have recorded 36 testimonials of his 100 plus incidents. They
generously offered to engage with him on a way for him to improve
himself and make amends.
In the one year since the statement was issued, they have not heard
from Ellis.
Until today, the day after the announcement. When Ellis, in his
subscriber-only email newsletter, responded claiming ignorance of
the year-old invitation. This has been received as well as you might
expect, which is to say "completely justifiably, not at all". The redacted
email from Ellis is available at So Many of Us. I know how I feel about
its tone.
Several of the people who signed a pledge against this behaviour last
year have also made statements.

Image Comics have not.
Let's not hold our breaths.

Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: Caribbean Beat Interview May
2020
This is a really good primer on Caribbean SF. The interview involves
many of the names mentioned previously, and give some great
jumping off points for new readers.

Where You Can Find Me This Week

Off Deadline
Unbothered, moisturized, in my lane, de-hydrated but working
on it. Exhausted, less convinced with every day that every word
I shovel out is hot salty garbage, flourishing, probably at the
movies.
Twitch
What accent does a goblin have in a second language? What
about elves? Who's making pancakes? Which goblin is a notso-secret
tongue-clucking
grammarian?
ALL
these
questions answered in this week's penultimate instalment of T.
Kingfisher's Nine Goblins!
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 762: The Thought Monster
Written by Amelia Reynolds Long and narrated by Spencer
Disparti
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Marty Perrett

Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: "10 Caribbean Books You
Should Read At Least Once" from The Joy Factory
Shaun Duke recently put together an excellent and extensive list of
recommended of Caribbean authors. I'm especially looking forward
to checking out Omeros by the late Derek Walcott.

Signal Boost
Art
CloudyAppleArt does amazing work. I should know, I own
chunks of it. They've hurt their wrist and are struggling to make
ends meet at the moment so please help them out.
Books
The brilliant CA Yates has edited the also brilliant Fox Spirit
Book of Love! Crammed full of some of the best authors in the
business, with the best new editor on the block from the best
indie publisher in the UK! It is ALL good in this fantastic book
crammed with lots and lots to love. Check out our review.
Rab Ferguson brings news of Landfill Mountains, his YA climate
change novel coming soon from OnWe.
David J. Court's anthology, Contents May Unsettle, looks great
and is out now.
Columns
Our excellent friend Adri Joy has just brought back her short
fiction review column, Questing in Shorts. You want reviews?
How about sixty? She's got you covered.
Friend of the Lid CompostWitch is conducting a survey on how
fandom communities seek information, using fanfic as a
framework. They need data, and that's where you can help out.
Crowdfunding
Jötunn follows Mary from Glasgow to Fjellskygge, Norway in
search of her brother. But she may not like what she finds. This
is a fantastic looking new audio drama with an amazing cast and
a Kickstarter campaign that's practically a template for how to
do it right.

The always amazing Fiyah are running a campaign to help fund
a meet-up for their Hugo nominated team (congratulations,
buddies!) and also attendance at WorldCon. Please help out if
you can.
Extreme Meatpunks Forever has possibly the best pitch I've
ever heard for a tabletop RPG: Be gay. Pilot mechs. Kill Nazis..
You know what to do.
Hashtags and Shenanigans
Archduke Simon Pegg here, explaining the linguistic limits and
ridiculousness of 'No Homo' and also swearing with the
grace Ginger Rogers danced with. Like a long, friendly,
reassuring chat from your uncle who you're like 99% certain is bi
but he's never said anything so it's just chill.
I will absolutely take a FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT TO POUR
TEA sticker, thank you.
Three seconds in I was sure I wouldn't cry. I was wrong. This by
tiktokker Spartan052 is LOVELY.
Podcasting
Brendon Connelly continues to do excellent work over
at #dailydetective. I especially enjoyed the Sam Tyler thread.
Fiction Fans are a fiction discussion show whose most recent
episode features Red Harvest
Moon by @mileshurt and #GideonTheNinth by @tazmuir.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like
to see here get in touch.

Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: Tobias S. Buckell
A fiercely prolific and versatile Grenadian author whose made his
name as much in tie-in fiction as he has with original
work, Buckell's work is defined by a powerful sense of humanity and
a clear eyed look at what happens when it goes very, very wrong.
Check out some of his short stories on Escape Pod.

Signing Off / Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! That was a hard week, and I hope the
curveballs were less frustrating for you, and for us all next week. Take
a walk, take a rest, hydrate, do what you have to do to care for you.
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can
find me, including the Team KennerStuart Instagram, Twitters,
and Twitch -- follow the channel to get notified when we go live.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please
consider dropping something in the tip jar.
Playing us out this week is Raleigh Ritchie with 'Werld is Mine'. It's
urgent and driving and wistful and I like it a lot.
You know what else?

This is a Full Lid.

April Fools' Edition
2nd April 2021
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid!
Welcome to the Carnival of Joyful Lies!
Allow me to explain. Yesterday was April Fools' Day and here at The
Lid, we love a well executed joke. Not mean-spirited, not stupid (god
I hope this is the year FIREFLY RETURN CONFIRMED doesn't
show up) but a comedic lie executed with flair, with joie de vivre
even.
So we're making it happen with this very-well-signposted-as-false
special edition of The Full Lid:
Three commissioned reviews of The Sequels Yet To Come with
commissioned posters
Signal Boosts of some close friends dreaming big, announcing
their pie-in-the-sky projects
Interstitials of some of the most wholesome 2021 April Fools'
guffaws from across the internet
Only the WHERE YOU CAN FIND ME THIS WEEK is filled with the
sweet nectar of truth, because I had a REALLY big week.
So! Welcome friends new and established to the Carnival of Joyful
Lies! Welcome to the House of Fun! Welcome to our first ever April
Fools' Day special!
Let's Contents!

Contents

Pacific Rim: Eruption
Midnight Sun
Groundhog Day: Endgame
Where You Can Find Me This Week
Signal Boost
A Huge Thank You!
Signing Off / Playing Out

Favorite Fools 2021 -- Duolingo Roll
"Language learning is hard, so we made it soft." I mean, I guess it
was just a matter of time, really... Check out the complete range.

(With thanks to Margaret Dunlap for the contribution.)

Pacific Rim: Eruption
by Margaret Dunlap

Alasdair: Hey Margaret, do you want to review a film for The Full Lid?

Me: Sure, what film?
Alasdair: Pacific Rim: Eruption.
Me: (…) I thought we were friends.
Alasdair: We are!
Me: Then why are you asking me to review Pacific Rim: Ejaculation?
Alasdair: I’m not! It’s Pacific Rim: Eruption.
Me: Wasn’t the last one Pacific Rim: Uprising?
Alasdair: (…) I see your point.
Me: I suppose we’re lucky it’s not Pacific Rim: Blue Balls.
Alasdair: Does this mean you won’t do it?
Me: What’s it about?
Alasdair: Jaegers vs. Mecha-Godzilla.
Me: (…) Is it okay if I root for Mecha-Godzilla?
Alasdair: Margaret. (Pause to look deeply into my face through a
trans-Atlantic Zoom call) I would be disappointed if you didn’t.

Honest Trailers review of Pacific Rim
You know. For context. It is summer of 1997. I have just finished my
second year of college and am spending the break on campus
working in the admissions office. Even when students are around, it’s
very much a DIY social scene. Over the summer, it’s pretty well dead.
So three friends and I have walked the two miles into the nearest
town, where there is an old-fashioned single-screen movie house, to
see Men in Black.
Among this group is my friend Louis, inventor of the sport of “dorm
fishing,” which involves throwing a pack of ramen noodles tied to a
long piece of bright red yarn into the path of people walking by his
dorm room and taking a commemorative trophy photo with anyone
who permits themselves to be reeled in. (See above in re: DIY social
scene. We were all underage on a dry campus; we had to make our
own fun.) Louis’ presence will be important later.
We enter the theater, claim seats in the front row of the balcony—
pause so you can adjust your mental picture of the theater here, I told

you it was old-fashioned—and as the lights go down, we settle in to
enjoy the coming attractions. I'm sure there were several. I only
remember one.

This one:
Now, imagine watching that glorious one minute and thirty-six
seconds in the dark, sitting next to my friend Louis, who as the ceiling
begins to shake over the heads of the hapless school children and
their stultifying guide, begins to chant, low at first, but with gradually
rising volume: “Godzilla... Godzilla... It's gotta be Godzilla... Come on
Godzilla... Please, for the love of God, LET IT BE GODZILLA...” a
chant which, when the word GODZILLA spells out across the screen,
culminates in a thunderous '“YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!”
As the audience either laughs or cranes their necks to see who the
weirdos are so they can avoid us in the parking lot, Louis turns to the
rest of us: “Sorry… I don’t know what came over me.”
I never saw Godzilla (1998) when it came out, but I remain convinced
I had the best possible viewing experience. I’ve been partial to the old
irradiated lizard ever since.

Honest Trailers review of Pacific Rim: Uprising
I know the first question many of you will have about the third
installment of the Pacific Rim franchise will be: “Have they *finally* renamed that Jager that will not be called by name in this article
because said name contains a slur offensive to the Roma
community?”
My answer is: I’m not sure.
Universal steadfastly denies rumors that the contract which lured
Guillermo del Toro back to the Pacific Rim films gave the director final
cut and fifty percent of first dollar gross in exchange for working at
DGA scale. They are even more vociferous in their denials that the
contract contained a clause which read: “no one at any level of the
studio will offer their notes or opinion unless specifically asked, and
the director has no intention of asking.”
For months, the Internet has been awash in hot takes based on
leaked scenes and the limited materials made available to the press.

Most have been more strident variations on Wade Majors’ very
diplomatic comment from a recent episode of Film Week: where he
expressed concern that “Unchecked directorial latitude and resources
have not always proved boons to creativity… or quality.”
And yeah, it's easy to dunk on a film in which the only words spoken
in a recognizable human language are the screams of a frightened
populace attempting to flee before the wrath of an oncoming
kaiju/jaeger, but I believe del Toro’s choice to tell this third chapter of
the Pacific Rim saga from the point of view of the kaiju is neither a
cheap gimmick nor a cheerful fuck you to the Hollywood powers that
be. By filming the story in the kaiju’s language, and then declining to
provide subtitles, he forces the audience to slow down, concentrate,
and pay attention.
The film opens with the kaiju in their own realm. Through truly
masterful visual storytelling and a few key kaiju phrases, we learn
that the kaiju enter our world not out of a desire for conquest or
mindless bloodlust, but because their world is being rendered
uninhabitable thanks to human electromagnetic pollution. The kaiju
from previous films are their champions—tributes, if you will—
genetically engineered by kaiju scientists to survive Earth’s hostile
environment.
We further learn that Godzilla—who is clearly Godzilla, although that
is not his name in the credits, which are printed in the same
indecipherable kaiju script as every other text in the film—was the
first to disappear through the rift, decades ago when it was
accidentally opened by human underground nuclear testing. The
implication is that this is the original Godzilla from the 1954 film, who
at some point returned to the sea where he built himself a metal cave
from shipwrecks and unexploded WWII ordnance to protect himself
from the crushing pressures of the Pacific depths.
There he lived, like Clint Eastwood in Unforgiven (1992), until
decades later more of his kind began to cross over. We get to
experience key undersea moments of the first two films from

Godzilla’s point of view. We watch helplessly along with him as more
kaiju meet their deaths at the hands of giant robots. He tries to warn
them; he tries to get them to turn back. Unheeded, he realizes the
only way to stop the sacrifice of more kaiju is to put an end to the
human menace once and for all.
In a beautiful sequence—possibly an homage to Iron Man (2008)—
we watch Godzilla scavenge the ocean floor for the remains of
defeated jaegers, using them to create an exoskeleton that is not a
refuge, but a weapon.
When Godzilla emerges from the sea to destroy Tokyo one last time,
it is a special effects bonanza replete with urban destruction and
wanton civilian casualties on a scale that make Man of Steel (2013)
look restrained.
Tokyo doesn't stand a chance.
However, as we come to realize in the film's denouement, neither
does Mecha-Godzilla. Mission accomplished, he tries to bury himself
in the rift and return home. But the nuclear reactors powering his suit
have made him as toxic to his world as any human technology is.
Like Moses, he has reached the promised land, but cannot enter it.
A film that might easily have been a cynical cash grab or selfindulgent exercise in directorial masturbation is revealed ultimately as
a meditation on the costs of war. Godzilla has survived and
triumphed, but only by becoming that which he has fought against for
so long.
Humans, ant-like, will rebuild Tokyo once again. Already rumors are
flying of a fourth Pacific Rim installment where Mecha-Godzilla,
outcast from the kaiju, will reappear on the side of the jaegers.
It would be a neat piece of symmetry. The kind of twist that Hollywood
likes to use to re-invigorate a series that might be getting a bit long on
the tooth.

If he does, I will still be rooting for the kaiju.
Editor's note: Hope springs eternal, with Pacific Rim: Uprising
director Steven DeKnight in favor of a del Toro return!

Margaret Dunlap is a Los Angeles-based writer of television,
animation, new media and fiction. She has not actually seen any of
the Godzilla movies; it could only ruin the joy of that trailer.
Find her online at www.margaretdunlap.com, https://kofi.com/spyscribe, or on Twitter as @spyscribe.

Favorite Fools 2021 -- Lego SmartBricks
This year's winner of 'We Wish This Was Real'!

Midnight Sun
by Kit Power

Editor's note: spoilers
In true James Bond fashion, I can’t tell you anything about how I
came to obtain my copy of the new/old, never-published, stuck-in-alegal-rights-purgatory Ian Fleming James Bond novel MIDNIGHT
SUN. All I can tell you is that it’s genuine, and Alasdair, Marguerite
and I have exorbitantly expensive legal advice we undertook before
hitting publish on this review. For that reason, I’m incredibly grateful
to The Full Lid for hosting this world exclusive, even if I suspect their
motives at this stage are as much a combination of sunk cost fallacy
and Stockholm syndrome as anything else.
And, oh, hell, one more time: sorry, both of you.
I’m pretty sure it was written somewhere between ‘54 to ‘56. It
certainly bears the hallmarks of Fleming's pre-Thunderball imperial
phase. We remain 3rd person close to Bond throughout the book,
with none of the cutting away that became a feature of his post-movie
work (sure, sure, From Russia With Love, but there it was the entire
first third of the book, setting up the notion of Russia’s ‘Bond darkly’
figure, so, you know). And it’s a direct sequel to Moonraker, which
was not something that happened anywhere else in the Bond cannon
to anything like this degree.

Moonraker (1979)
Also, most of the novel is set in Iran, right in the middle of the 1953
Mordad coup d'état.
No, really.
On the one hand, it makes perfect sense. Bond is an assassin,
whose job is ensuring the dirty work of the British empire is done
abroad. And an experienced MI6 assassin serving in ‘53
would absolutely be cooperating with the CIA to ensure the overthrow
of the democratically elected Prime Minister of Iran, and the
installation of a vicious military dictatorship led by the royal family.
And it does lead to what is for my money Fleming’s finest chapter one
cliff-hanger ever:
M: “There’s rumours of a KGB led insurgency happening in Iran.
We need you over there, 007”.
Bond: “I see, sir. Think we’ve got a shot at stopping it?”

M: “I don’t want you to stop it, 007. I want you to make sure it
happens.”
I mean. Yeah. Right?
On the other, slightly sweaty and trembling hand, bloody hell. Sure,
these days, anyone with Google and five seconds of curiosity can find
out the bald facts of the ‘53 coup, and the shameful, brazen actions of
the US and UK state apparatus to preserve their oil interests in the
region. But, assuming Fleming did write this in ‘54 or ‘55, he’s
effectively inserting Bond into current affairs; and current affairs of the
secret actions of his government’s intelligence agencies, at that.
Quite why and under what circumstance the story remained buried as
long as it did is something we’ll have to wait for the lawyers to
answer, if they ever do. But it’s pretty clear why MIDNIGHT SUN
didn’t come out at the time. Given Fleming oft-stated and clearly
sincere love of empire and country (‘We have to rule the world, or
somebody even worse will do it’ may be a James Ellroy quote, but it’s
one you feel sure Fleming would have wholeheartedly agreed with),
he can’t have written this with any serious eye to publication.
Which rather begs the question, why did he write it? I have some
theories, but nothing I feel confident enough about to share at this
stage.

Thunderball (1965)
Bond lands in Tehran (wearing his From Russia With Love shoes with
knives in the heels, though I can’t imagine that’ll be significant) and
somebody tries to kill him as he’s being driven back to the Embassy.
Once there, he meets Captain Masters (firm, dry handshake held just
a fraction too long, and annoyingly handsome, Mr. Fleming?
Really??) and his ‘six’ contact, who is called, and I wish I was making
this up, Jilly Golightly, and goddamnit, Fleming. Goddamn it.
Masters is taking his small team of men out to protect the Abadan
refinery, as he’s finally found out that’s the intended Soviet target. He
gives Bond a meeting point for a local crook who claims to know who
killed the previous six agent at the embassy.

Bond goes to meet the contact as a mosque, during prayers. It’s a
trap, there's a vicious unarmed fight, after which Bond, with prayers
ending and with the fake uprising starting in the street, is left standing
over a dead body while the worshipers return from prayers. He grabs
a burka and escapes back to the Embassy in disguise.
I’ll give you a moment.
Back at the Embassy, external coms have been sabotaged, and Jilly
is missing. She’s left a note, confirming her own suspicions about
Masters and that she’s heading out to the refinery to learn more.
Bond goes after them, is captured by Master’s men there (in part
because of a truly hilarious language barrier issue) and is left
strapped to a vent pipe to chargrill while the villains drive off with Jilly.
Bond escapes via suspiciously sharp screw in the pipe, and, using a
truck the villains left behind, pursues them to their camp. Under cover
of night, he infiltrates the site, and is caught as he attempts to rescue
Jilly.
Via the traditional villain monologue, Masters (an ideological convert
to Marxism who believes in the inevitability of a global socialist
regime) states his plan is to use the fake coup as cover to nuke the
Abadan refinery. Using a Moonraker rocket, because Drax smuggled
both the design, and enough of the entirely fictional metal Columbite
out of England for the Soviets to do this. The use of a rocket that the
world believes to be an exclusively British design will sow discord
amongst the Soviet enemies, and the resultant economic collapse
caused by the loss of oil will finally tip the balance of power in favour
of The Glorious Revolution.
It’s quite a moment.
Oh, and the Moonraker rocket will be guided in by the radio devices
hidden on the truck the villains left at the refinery.
Also quite a moment.

Then he tells Bond he’s going to torture Jilly to get info out of Bond,
and lo, the Moments are coming thick and fast.
Jilly is dragged into the tent, apparently hysterical, collapses and
Bond’s feet… then grabs the heel knife, kills her guard, kills Masters,
frees Bond, and they drive away across the desert as the nuke
explodes behind them - forming the Midnight Sun of the title followed by a brief post mission sojourn in a hospital where she
gloriously does not sleep with him, but instead gives him a cool
‘attaboy’ before riding off into a new assignment.
The end.
So, okay. We could talk about the casual awful racism towards
Iranians which the book frankly oozes with, but I don’t have the heart
for it; it’s Fleming, he’s a gross racist, and the book is grossly racist,
and that’s really all there is to say about that. The villain
is fascinating; the very embodiment of the anxiety of Empire; a mirror
darkly, what-if-we’re-the-baddies creation not, like Drax, a Secret Nazi
but the real ‘enemy within’. And related to the racism point, we could
talk about the frankly lacklustre descriptions of Tehran,
impressionistic and heavily sensory rather than visual; exemplified by
the scene in the Burkha, where Bond, sight and hearing impaired,
and encased in cloth, sweats and staggers through what is, to him,
an alien landscape. From

Russia With Love (1963)
But I want to talk about Jilly Golightly.
Because she’s an actual effing hero.
Sure, she’s cut noticeably from the same cloth as Gala Brand, the
policewoman from Moonraker; beautiful, tough English girl with a
sensible head on her shoulders (and seriously, the way Fleming talks
about Englishness like it’s a superpower is, frankly, hilarious); even
down to the punchline of not shagging Bond at the end (and unlike
Gala, not because she’s already ‘spoken for’ but because, well,
basically, she’s too much of a badass).
But it’s the torture escape scene that really makes her unique in the
Bond cannon.
Because when Master’s announced he was going to torture Jilly
rather than Bond, I’ll be honest, I had to put the book down for a
second and really take a breath. Because as much I’ve been flip
about it, Fleming really was frighteningly misogynistic, and part of

what’s so frightening about it, beyond just the vicious fact of it, is how
his contemporary mass market success and positive press make it
clear the degree to which it was a selling point, in the era in which he
published.
And, I mean, yeah.
To be clear, I’m not saying you can't or should write about violence
against women. I’ve done it myself, and it seems passingly unlikely I
won’t do so again. Those of us who chose or are chosen by horror as
a genre have a duty/disposition/compulsion to write about what
scares us. Well, violence scares the piss out of me, and so does
misogynistic violence, and I live in the world I live in, so, there we are.
But, at the risk of stating the screamingly obvious, I don't in any way
enjoy it.
Fleming, on the other hand…
So you may well imagine my shock, even delight, at how the scene
turned.
And Fleming sells it so hard. Bond is convinced they’ve ‘broken her’,
and Fleming’s stomach churning lingering description of Bond’s
appraisal of both her wounds and her hysteria is, well, stomach
churning.
And then, she just saves the effing day.
Reader, I barked with delight. I may even have punched the air. I
reread the crucial paragraph several times; ‘Her fingers, trembling,
moved over the stitching at the heel of Bond’s shoes, and as they did
so, she made eye contact. Suddenly, Bond saw. His heart leapt with
savage joy.’
I mean, come on.

Knife shoes!
It’s bonkers. And the way Bond’s mental script flips, totally turns on a
dime, from ‘broken hysterical wretch’ to (and I’m not making this up)
‘this magnificent girl’, is as impressive as it is awful. Impressive
because it shows just how supple the misogynistic mindset is, how it
can absorb whatever circumstance throws at it and keep on chugging
along in the opposite direction without any acknowledgment that it’s
changed direction at all, And awful, for, well, the exact same reason.
Fleming wrote a stand out heroine, an honest-to-goodness balls of
steel woman MI6 agent who isn’t just the equal to Bond but fully
saves his miserable life… and then, years later, went on to write The
Spy Who Loved Me; and the internal contradiction, and the way his
mind clearly just slides off of that contradiction with nary a peep of
self awareness is just… breathtaking.
And look, don’t misunderstand me, this book, as incredible as it is in
some ways, doesn’t overturn our fundamental understanding of
Fleming, or his work. Sure, with modern eyes we can look at the plot
and think how damning it is of a historical moment where the UK and

US governments conspired to sew unrest and destruction in the
Middle East to protect financial concerns (*looks to camera*) -- but
that’s not the story Fleming thought he was telling. We can read it and
think ‘holy shit, a woman saves Bond’s arse??’ but there’s nothing in
the text to indicate either Bond or Fleming has the slightest inkling of
the significance of the moment, and consequently, that significance is
immediately measurably diminished.
But what it does do, in perhaps bolder type and more heavy
underlined than even his previously known work does, is deliver a
message that, I’d suggest, is as important as it’s ever been.
Writing is writers telling on themselves. And when someone commits
to writing with this level of honesty, passion, obsession… well, The
Truth Will Out, and the work is wiser than the man.
And right here in 2021, I gotta tell you, my good, kind gentle people:
I’ll take my crumbs of comfort wherever I can find them.

Kit Power lives in Milton Keynes and writes horror and dark crime
fiction, with occasional forays into dystopian science fiction. His fiction
work includes a novel, ‘GodBomb!’, and a novella collection ‘Breaking
Point’, two short story collections (‘A Warning About Your
Future Enslavement That You WIll Dismiss As A Collection Of Short
Fiction And Essays By Kit Power’ and ‘Voices’) and novellas ‘The
Finite’ and ‘A Song For The End’.
He also writes non-fiction, and has a limited hardback available on
the subject of Ken Russell’s movie Tommy.
In his increasingly inaccurately labelled spare time, he podcasts - as
one third of the apparently indescribable fortnightly Discord show
Writeopolis (@Writeopolis), one half of What The Hell Is Wrong With
Us? with George Daniel Lea, and a Patreon exclusive show on the
Sherlock Holmes canon with the legendary Jack Graham. For

weekly early access to his fiction, non-fiction, and podcasting
work, visit www.patreon.com/kitpower.

Favorite Fools 2021 -- Maneater: Truth Quest
Everyone's (well, my) favorite SharkPG is back! Maybe! That's the
glorious thing about it! This is either perfect April Fools' Day fare or I
GET TO BITE UFOS. EVERYBODY WINS!

Groundhog Day: Endgame
by Alex Acks

Editor's note: spoilers for Groundhog Day, Supernatural
episodes in 2008, Star Trek: Discovery, Happy Death Day, Happy
Death Day 2U, Day Break, The Obituary of Tunde Johnson, and
Xena: Warrior Princess. Talk about sentences I never thought I'd
type...
A movie billing itself as the most ambitious crossover event ever
filmed has finally achieved that goal.
On its face, a film like Groundhog Day: Endgame should be too
ridiculous to exist. Even beyond the plot, it's impossible to imagine
the legal wrangling it took to bring these disparate properties
together, let alone the number of intellectual property attorneys who
probably lost their lives in the process. But what their sacrifice has
produced is almost unimaginable, as impossible and ridiculous as
what takes place onscreen. A production with a shockingly slim
budget—$50 million, much of which undoubtedly went to the bigger
names attached to the project—that's swinging at the box office with
all the power of an effects-forward blockbuster with a budget seven
times larger. An in-joke filled script that would have been laughed off
of the internet fanfiction repository Archive of Our Own as being less
believable and more obscure than a Pokemon AU of a Plantagenet
RPF crossover with Due South that has somehow managed to
capture not just laughter, but the hearts of audiences. And all with a
run time that seems almost impossibly slim—106 minutes—for the
amount of work the film is doing. There's no doubt other studios will
be rushing to try to mimic the success of this darkest of dark horses,
but it is impossible to imagine anyone copying what never, in a sane
and rational world, should have been achievable in the first place.
But what's it about?
Groundhog Day: Endgame builds from the relatively simple but
absolutely head-scratching concept that since the original
1993 Groundhog Day film (starring Bill Murray, who reprises his role
as Phil Connor here), all films and television shows that have
involved a time loop element are connected. And in fact, of all

those diverse media properties, the only one that got close to
understanding the true cause of the time loop was a 2008 episode of
the show Supernatural ("Mystery Spot") that pinned responsibility on
the god Loki, which in Supernatural was actually the angel Gabriel
moonlighting as a pagan deity. Groundhog Day: Endgame assures
you that no, this was the doing of the real god Loki (definitely not
played by Tom Hiddleston in a wig just different enough to skirt
Disney's legendarily trigger happy lawyers), who has been using
these various time loop tricks to search out the humans capable of
perceiving and surviving such temporal manipulations.
Humans for which Loki has a mission of the utmost importance.

Groundhog Day (1993)
The cast is a wide-ranging group of characters who have been in
some way involved in a time loop story before, a cast list far too long
and diverse to be fully expanded here. The main players end up
being the team of Hopper (Taye Diggs) from Day Break, Stamets
(Anthony Rapp) from Star Trek: Discovery, Tree (Jessica Rothe)
from Happy Death Day and Happy Death Day 2U, Xena (Lucy

Lawless) from Xena: Warrior Princess, and Tunde (Steven Silver)
from The Obituary of Tunde Johnson. The properties represented
there range from serious drama to horror to fantasy comedy, and the
unlikely group is initially as puzzled as the audience as to why two
badasses (Xena and Hopper) and one scientific genius (Stamets)
have to team up with two canny but ultimately ordinary young people
(Tree and Tunde). The ultimate answer is shockingly beautiful and
heartfelt, and not something that should be spoiled by this review.
The mission itself, revealed in the first few minutes, takes the silliness
of the concept and elevates it to the sublimely ridiculous with a pop
culture joke that might be too much of a musical deep cut for anyone
born after 1985 to truly appreciate. Loki sends his chosen time team
back to 1967 to save a cake from being ruined in the rain—the very
cake that's supposedly a metaphor for the end of a relationship in the
song McArthur Park, rendered comedically real. And unsurprisingly
for a film like this, there is an enemy force all too interested in seeing
that the cake is lost. Most of the film is spent in dizzying time loops as
the group iterates and executes a sort of anti-heist, only to realize in
the end that the cake has indeed been a metaphor all along—a
metaphorical weapon that the god of mischief has an interest in for
reasons all his own. The finale has a "getting the team back together
for one last job" energy that cannot be denied despite its short build
up, in which the group sets out to ensure for the good of the
multiverse that Loki will never have that recipe again.

Supernatural -- "Mystery Spot"
Editor's note: It's a real place! I've been there!
As someone who has always been partial to the silly mechanics of a
good time loop episode, the appeal of this film should be obvious and
immediate. I have little doubt that part of what allowed it to be made
with a budget as low as that was the limited number of sets and
locations that this kind of story naturally uses. But they use their
locations with flare and creativity, and the main portion of the film that
takes place in 1967 still has the absolute attention to detail that you'd
expect from a serious costume drama. The action sequences are
thoughtfully constructed, coherently shot, not overlong, and built to let
Taye Diggs and Lucy Lawless (and ultimately Jessica Rothe as Tree
becomes the protégé of Hopper and Xena) shine.
I'm not immune to the gleeful, malignant charm of Tom Hiddleston
sharpening his teeth on the scenery and uttering with absolute
conviction such lines as, "The cake… is not… a metaphor!" This
might actually be one of the strongest performances Bill Murray has

turned in, as an alcoholic divorcee who cannot bring himself to
believe that the same shit could happen to the same guy twice until
it's almost too late. Anthony Rapp uses every ounce of gravitas he's
built over years of uttering scientifish Star Trek gibberish as if it
makes any kind of sense when he believably delivers, "No, the cake
really is a metaphor. A metaphorical weapon." And harder hearts than
mine have been utterly ruined by queer representation not even a
tenth as wholesome and heartfelt as Steven Silver's Tunde having a
chance to connect with another gay man (Stamets) from a much
more enlightened time—and I cannot even begin to cover the
emotional meat of his interplay between him as a gay, Black man
killed by police and Taye Diggs's Hopper, a Black man who is an
LAPD detective.

Xena: Warrior Princess -- "Been There, Done That"
Can I explain how all of these disparate elements can possibly exist
in the same film at the same time, let alone work? No, I cannot. Can I
explain how the apparent mess I have described above became, in
the movie theater, a truly transcendent experience of cinema that I

am desperate to repeat? Outside of drugs in the popcorn, I've got
nothing.
Groundhog Day: Endgame is one for the history books, a film that
should never have been made, let alone one that should internally
work. It will be forever remembered as an event that cannot possibly
be repeated.
Five stars, and my all the gods have mercy on our souls.

Alex Acks is an award-winning writer and sharp-dressed sir. Angry
Robot Books published their novels HUNGER MAKES THE WOLF
(winner of the 2017 Kitschies Golden Tentacle award) and BLOOD
BINDS THE PACK. MURDER ON THE TITANIA AND OTHER
STEAM-POWERED ADVENTURES was a 2019 finalist for the
Colorado Book Award, and the sequel WIRELESS AND MORE
STEAM-POWERED ADVENTURES is available from Queen of
Swords Press. They’ve written for Six to Start’s Superhero Workout
game and Zombies, Run!.
Alex lives in Denver (where they bicycle and twirl their ever-sodapper mustache) with their two furry little bastards. Find them online
at http://www.alexacks.com.

Favorite Fools 2021 -- Pasión de las Pasiones!
Powered By The Apocalypse!
The joke here is not Pasión de las Pasiones because Brandon is
putting together a fantastic real game with this premise that frankly
fills us with joy. POWERED BY THE APOCALYPSE and D&D getting
in the mix is where the joke hits. Although that being said, I'd play the
heck out of a D&D telenovela...

Signal Boost
Aprils Fools Edition
Editor's note: We asked a slew of folks to shoot their shot and give us
an exciting announcement of their dream collaboration project.
Commissioning editors and Netflix producers take note. Enjoy!!
Periodicals
Comic creators Corey Brotherson and Sergio Calvet have
conjured up a deal to bring Magic of Myths to Netflix. A multiseason animated adaptation of their critically acclaimed fantasy
graphic novel series begins in March 2022.
Fox Spirit Books is pleased to announce the launch of its
quarterly magazine, 'For Fox Sake Read' featuring genre stories,
reviews and interviews. The theme for its inaugural edition is
'Time is Meaningless'.
People, Places, Things
Paul Weimer is pleased to announce he has accepted an offer
from the ESO to participate in its "Big Scope, Little Scope"
program to take astrophotography pictures from the grounds of
the ESO La Silla facility in Chile starting April 2022.
Fundación Leonora Carrington announces the forthcoming threemonth residency of arcane artist K. A. Laity, who will compose a
multimedia installation entitled ‘Leonora Weaves the Ether’ for
the home of the late Anglo-Mexican surrealist. The residence,
now a museum, will be open to the public for timed ticket access.
In a recent interview, science fiction author Jake Bible has
revealed that he is purchasing the now defunct MegaBots
company, saying, "It has always been my dream to climb into
one of those huge battle robots and pilot the shit out of it. Now I
get to and I plan on punching everything in sight with those
giant, metal fists!"

Alexander J Newall, CEO and Creative Director Of Rusty Quill
ltd. has announced that he will be the first voluntary test subject
for their new Auteur program, a proprietary "full dive" humancomputer interface technology that allows for direct transcription
of brainwave patterns into fully realised digital scenarios. The
experimental system is expected to revolutionise the
entertainment industry and is scheduled for beta release later
this year. When asked for a comment Alexander repeatedly
stated: "I am all things and all things are me." To sign up for the
beta be sure to visit RQVR for more information.
It is with great sadness that we announce the continuation of
writer and comedian Brock Wilbur. Media reports expected that
this issue would be resolved at some point in late 2020, and yet it
persists. We will provide updates once we have better news.
Sarah Gailey has been offered the role of interspecies
ambassador at the newly established Center For Fungus
Diplomacy. The assignment, which is focused primarily on
maintaining the relationship between mankind and the recentlydiscovered supermassive fungal network that maintains the
structural integrity of the earth's crust, has a ten-year term. It is
anticipated that at the end of this term, Gailey will have been
inundated with spores. "I'll be more mushroom than person,"
Gailey noted in their official statement of acceptance, "and it will
be the noblest transformation I could hope for."
Chungus’s small but growing team of couturiers is somewhat
startled to announce an exclusive collaboration with the ‘Starter
Barter’ leavening exchange programme Movable Yeast, enabling
sourdough samples to arrive at their new homes stylishly and
impeccably dressed.
David Steffen has launched the Stranger Than Fiction Travel
Agency offering private expeditions to portal fantasy worlds. Trips
have no out-of-pocket costs provided you complete at least one
(1) world-saving quest on the other side.
Premee Mohamed is pleased to announce she has bought a pub
for the express purpose of renovating into a writers' retreat. As of
July 2022, the newly renamed The Master and Margaritas will
offer classes, workshops, quiet writing time, beer, and crisps.

Andrew Reid’s new project, Too Many Secrets, is part near-future
noir, part reverse escape room. You and four friends step into the
roles of a hacker collective tasked with stealing the core chips of
a quantum AI. An immersive, thrilling experience that will leave
you wondering if what just happened was part of it, and are those
police sirens?
Books! Books! Books!
Nerds of a Feather co-editor Adri Joy has been working with the
Lea River mer community to create London's first amphibious
Little Free Library scheme. Visitors are encouraged to look out
for bright, glittering boxes on the river bank. As a bonus, boxes
are enchanted to transform all excess Dan Brown and Ian
Rankin novels into titles from the 2020 IGNYTE Awards shortlist!
Disney-Pixar has obtained the rights to Charlotte Bond's dark
fairytale novel The Poisoned Crow. "They've promised to keep
the sinister atmosphere and maintain the gore level, so I'm really
excited to see what director Danny Boyle comes up with,"
Charlotte told us.
Ocelot Books is delighted to announce the acquisition of I Am
Guillermo Del Toro’s Left Leg: A Memoir by renowned
psychopomp C.A. Yates, which is scheduled for a Spring 2023
release. Ms Yates is represented by Leonora Carrington of the
White Rabbits Literary Agency.
Mur Lafferty is happy to announce that she has received a major
deal from Dial for her upcoming twelve book series The
Adventures of Larry the Tapeworm.
Phil Sloman, Laura Mauro and Kit Power, announce their latest
project, The Secret Coffee Cream Lover Club, a collection of
three novellas based on their love of the King of chocolates.
So fun fact - apparently almost all the Robinettes in the US are
related! Though two in particular - President Joe Biden and Mary
Robinette Kowal -- are not. That has not kept them from a
collaboration.
Games

Dave Chapman, inspired by the success of #RPGaDAY,
spreading positivity about tabletop RPGs in August, is happy to
announce #RPGanHOUR, running all year! "I figured we needed
extra positivity at the moment. I just need to come up with 8760
questions."
Jacqueline Bryk and Ruffled Feathers LLC proudly
present Excutient, a fully immersive week-long blockbuster
apotheosis horror LARP set in Batsto Village, New Jersey.
Eric Smith, Ty Schalter and Aidan Moher announce collaborative
multimedia adaptation of classic Super NES game Chrono
Trigger! Included among planned projects are a Hamiltoninspired musical, spoken word concept album, and 12 volume
novelization
released
episodically
via
Moher’s
newsletter, Astrolabe.
That's this week's special edition of Signal Boost!

Favorite Fools 2021 -- Tavern Personals

Tired of relying on your local watering hole as a recruitment center for
your next big job? StartPlaying.Games has the app for you!

Where You Can Find Me This Week
Editor's note: This section was also originally planned as a comedic
series of events, but then oh so very many real world events
happened. And that's even without the boat.
Awards Season: Audioverse Win!
I won an Audioverse Award! Specifically, "Performance of a
Supporting Role in an Audio Play Production" for my work on
The Magnus Archives as Peter Lukas! Massive congratulations
to the other winners and to Audioverse for putting together such
a comprehensive breakdown of their process. If you like
podcasts, every single winning show is worth your time.
Twitch
Marguerite debated some terrible old men, talked down a
particularly terrible but kind of understandable man from self
harm, and discovered more about Lord Mortimer's plans in The
Council!
We interviewed the amazing C.L. Clark about their debut
novel, THE UNBROKEN. Action! Intrigue! Found family! Child
soldiers! Ripped arms! Kissing! The book has it all and the
interview was immense fun.
We also process our feelings about The Big Boat -- which we
like, and we cannot lie. And then we process our emotions about
the end of The Magnus Archives. Which, it turns out, really was
A Lot. Check the stream show notes for details.
CoNZealand Fringe
Transcripts are rolling out for all the fantastic CoNZealand
Fringe panels last summer, including FANZINES ONLINE: FAN
PUBLICATIONS IN THE AGE OF SOCIAL MEDIA featuring Adri
Joy from Nerds of a Feather, Travis from The Fantasy Inn, Gavia
Baker-Whitelaw, Nisha from Cloaked Creators, and moderated
by yours truly.

Podcast Land
I was interviewed by the amazing Elena Fernández Collins over
on AudioDramatic. This was SO much fun, and again, anyone
with the slightest interesting in podcasts should be following
them.
The Magnus Archives may have ended but Rusty Quill's latest
show, a Patreon exclusive mini-series called The Inexplicables,
debuts today! It's crammed full of top notch talent, including a
whole raft of TMA alums like Marguerite and myself.

Favorite Fools 2021 -- CatsCast
Despite Twitter's abject refusal to make their UI more feline friendly,
the fifth Escape Artists podcats celebrates it's second April Fools' Day
in style with Bargain by @gaileyfrey and narrated by @trendane.
CatsCast editor Laura Pearlman knocks it out of the park again.

A Huge Thank You!

To everyone who donated in support of this special issue of The Full
Lid. Thank to your generosity, we overfunded and were able to
double the payment rates for all our contributors.
Got any feedback for us on this experiment? Let us know -- we're
thinking about a repeat in October.

Artwork for this April Fools' edition of The Full Lid is by Ciaran
'Zalia' Roberts!
Ciaran Roberts lives in the not-so-wilds of Yorkshire with a very
yappy dog. She works as a professional zombie wrangler/producer
for a video game company, which is hilarious because she is deathly
afraid of zombies. In her free time, she plays video games, embarks
on various creative projects (look, she will totally finish a project
eventually), and writes fiction. She also likes decorating cakes to look
like things from whatever piece of media she’s into at the moment.

Follow her on Twitter @ZaliaChimera.

Favorite Fools 2021 -- The Story Engine: Clown Nightmare
expansions

We're 90% certain there are no more nightmare clowns.
Because Story Engine have caught them all. You have,
right? Right? Hello? (Distant circus music.)

Signing Off / Playing Out
Well THAT was a damn week. Thanks for reading, folks! And
MASSIVE thanks to all our writers, artists and contributors. We were
able to pay the folks we commissioned entirely because of your
generosity.
TFL of the usual variety returns next week. Check out my Carrd for all
the places you can find me, including
the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the Twitters, currently
explaining about the secret cabal dedicated group dedicated to
running the world known as THE PENTAVERATE.
Editor's note: *siiiiiiiiiigh*
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read and have the
means please consider dropping something in the tip jar. And thank
you!

Playing us out this week are the amazing Michael Sheen and David
Tennant. Or is it Christopher Marlowe and William Shakespeare?
Either way it's a laugh, just like this?

is a Full Lid.
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